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Accommodation of Reading Instruction for First

Grade Children Who Speak Black Dialect

Abstract

Ann McCormick Piestrup

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of

dialect interference on learning to read and the ways teachers accommo-

date reading instruction for first grade Black children.

Two investigators observed and tape-recorded reading

instruction in fourteen predominantly Black classrooms. From tapes

and notes, episodes of potential dialect conflict were excerpted and

categorized, and six teaching styles defined: Vocabulary Approach,

Decoding Approach, Standard Pronunciation Approach, White Liberal

Approach, Black Artful Approach, and Interrupting Approach.

A sentence repetition task was administered as a dialect

measure to 208 Black children and Cooperative Primary Reading Test

scores obtained from school records.

The two classroom observers placed teachers in accommoda-

tion or interference groups and in teaching style groups. Independent

ratings agreed for all teachers.

Tests of homogeneity of regression showed no interaction be-

tween Black dialect and reading scores for teacher groups. An analysis of

iii
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variance showed that both reading and dialect scares differed for children

in classrooms grouped by teacher style. The I3lack Artful group had

significantly higher reading scores than the Interrupting and White Liberal

.groups, and significantly lower dialect scores than the Interrupting and

'Vocabulary groups. There was a significant negative Lorrelation between

dialect and reading scores for all groups.

From classroom observations, 104 episodes were drawn to

illustrate structural and functional conflict as well as different teacher

styles.

Teachers in the Black Artful group used rhythmic play in

instruction and encouraged children to participate by listening to their

responses. They attended to vocabulary differences of Black children and

seemed to prevent structural conflict by teaching children to listen for

standard English sound distinctions. Children taught with this approach

participated enthusiastically with the teacher in learning to read.

In contrast, teachers in the Interrupting group asked children

to repeat words pronounced in dialect many times and interpreted dialect

pronunciations as reading errors. Teachers in this group presented stand-

ard English sounds for discrimination without insuring accuracy of responses.

Some children from this group tediously worked alone at decoding without

reading as if they understood, others seemed to guess at almost as many

words as they were able to read. Some children withdrew from participa-

tion in reading, speaking softly and as seldom as possible, others engaged

in ritual insult and other forms of verbal play apart from the teacher. For
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children taught by Interrupting teachers, reading scores were lower and

dialect scroes higher than for the Black Artful group.

White Liberal teachers occasionally used dialect intonation

and phonology during instruction and accepted dialect forms in children's

writing and speech. They gave auditory discrimination training without

presenting dialect homonyms out of context. They seemed to emphasize

friendly communication more than the task .4 learning to read, reading

scores were significantly lower for this group than for the Black Artful

group.

The Standard Pronunciation Emphasis teachers insisted on

formal standard usage, dt. Dting considerable time to changing language

patterns during instruction. Reading and dialect scores were not signifi-

cantly different from other groups. This approach was more effective

with children who did not use much dialect than with children who used a

great deal.

Vocabulary Approach teachers explained meanings of unfamiliar

words, especially clarifying distinctions between the meanings of dialect

homonyms. Children in this group had significantly higher dialect scores

than the Black Artful group.

Decoding Approach teachers emphasized sound-symbol corres-

pondenLe, giving special attention to ending sounds and medial vowels.

They accepted flat, choppy reading. Children consistently attempted to

sound out words but seemed to decode without comprehension.



Two dimensions were used to contrast the six teaching sytles:

(1) task orientation, imohing children directly in reading and (2) mutu-

ality of communication v.ith teachers and children sharing purpose and

meaning in communication.

The Black Artful teachers were high on both of these dimen-

sions and the Interrupting teachers low on both.

vi
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Chapter I

Reading Failure and Dialect: Their
Relation to Instruction

Concern over roading failure in ghetto schools.

has recently drawn attention to variations in the

language patterns of Black school children. While there

is considerable evidence that both reading failure and

dialect differences occur in ghetto schools, there is

little more than speculation about whether dialect

differences make learning to read more difaCult for

Black children and about how teachers could ease pos-

sible difficulties. This study explores the relation-

ship of Black dialect and initial roading for4Children

taught with different approaches. Observers visited

first grade classrooms in predominantly Black schools

to investigate what kinds of dialect interference occurs

and the ways teachers accommodate instruction to prevent

or quickly resolve Black children's reading problems.

Teaching styles for dealing with dialect differences

are compared,descriptively by using episodes of class-

room instruction and quantitatively by analyzing reading

and dialect scores for children in each group.

In this chapter, what is meant by dialect intor-

foronce and teacher accommodation will be described.

En addition, the study will be rolated to throe approaches

14
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to investigating Black language and reading. The

earliest approach treated disadvantaged children's

language as deficient and associated it with cognitive

disability. Evon though thero is no ovidonce to sup-

port this position, it is important bocause it is held

by many psychologists and continues to be the basis of

a number of intervention programs.

LAter rosoarch focused on the language differ-

onces of Black children, treating dialect as an

adequate, oven though different system from the standard

English of the school. Comparativo analyses of Black

dialect and standard English form the basis for "differ-

ence theorists' rocommendations concerning changes in

tho materials and procoduros of reading instruction,

including procoduros to use in oliminating dialect.

This study draws on descriptivo analysos of

dialect to describe situations in which structural con-

flict might arise. It also considers classroom inter-

action from a third, sociolinguistic perspoctive to

anticipate the variability of children's speech in

different social contexts and tho functional conflicts

which might arise between toachors and children from

different cultures.
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Description of Accommodation and Interference

Structural Conflict

There aro systematic ways that many Black chil-

dren's speech differs from the standard English of tqo

school. Goodman (1969) hypothesized that "the more

divergence there is between the dialect of the learner

and the dialect of learning, the more difficult will be

the task of learning to read." The divergence results

in problems concerning tho content of instruction as

well as the attitudes and feelings of teachers and

children. Labov (1969) defines structural conflict as

"interference with learning ability stemming from a

mismatch of linguistic structures." Structural conflict

is ovidont in the following dialogue, in which a teacher

read from a workbook:

T '. . . how would you harm the' colt?'

C1 Tear it.

Huh?

C1 Tear it.

T Th-- tti - -Oh! Do you,
colt is, now?

do you know what a

C1 Oh, kill it, kill it!

No, what's a colt?

C
1

Somothin' you wear. (Episode 18)

The child interpreted the word "colt" as

"some thin' you wear," or "coat." Ono feature of Black

16
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dialect is deletion of the "1" sound, making "coat"

and "colt" homonyms. There is a linguistic mismatch or

interference between the child's system and that of the

school. The conflict is not an insurmountable barrier,

but a brief misunderstanding. The teachor's handling

of the situation, then, is extremely important. The

teacher could ignore the initial response (you harm a

colt by tearing it) and call on another child for a

correct answer, which would probably not resolve the

structural interference for the first child. Or she

could accommodate her instruction for the dialect-speaking

child.

Teacher Accommodation

In the continuation of the 'episode, the teacher

accommodated her instruction by explicitly dealing with

the dialect conflict:

T There's an '1' in it. "Coat" is c-o-a-ah--
don't laugh, that's all right. "Colt" is
very hard for city children, because they
haven't been out on the farm, and they
don't know about it. It's a baby, a baby
colt.

C3 A baby colt.

C
I

Oh yeah!

T Remember the story? an' it's a c-o-l-t.
"Coat" is c-o-a-t, and it's no '1' in it,
but listen to--Keisha--colt, colt, colt.
Now, do you know what a colt is?

Ch Yeah, I know.

T What is it?

17
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C, A baby horse.

Yes, uh-huh, how could you harm a baby
horse?

CI You shoot it.

T non, you c'--that would certainly harm it.
But harm doesn't always mean being killed.

CI You try to get on it an' ride it.

Well, if it weren't ready, yes. If it
wore too young to ride.

CI It'll fall.

The teacher clarified the structural conflict

by spoiling, pronouncing and eliciting a definition

of "colt" to distinguish it from "coat." But perhaps

more crucial than clarification of the structural con-

flict is the teacher's effort at keeping the children

involved in learning. She discouraged ridicule, saying,

. . don't laugh, that's all right." She specifically

Involved Keisha (CI), calling her by name to attend to

the sound of colt. She then returned promptly to the

lesson and continued to involve Keisha in the discus-

sion. This aspect of accommodation prevented functional

conflict from occurring.

1. 8
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Functional Conflict

Labov (1969) defines functional conflict of

standard and nonstandard English as "interference with

trio desire to learn standard English stemming from a

mismatch in the functions which standard Englisn servo

in a given culture." The following excerpt from an oral

reading les.Aon is an example of functional conflict in

which involvement in learning to road was lacking:

T 'Off'

1

'Off' to the--

T OK. It says 'wood.'

C1 -- wood.'

T We would say woods--this book was written
in England.

C
C1 Now, I'm through. I ain't gonna read this

page again.

T OK. Well, we're gonna turn the page and
wo're just gonna read the noxt pago.

Cl Uh uh! Darren 'sposed to be first.

T We1L, I'm waiting for Darren to conic back.
Come on, Darren.

C
2

Ho's a awww.

T Como on. If you can't find your glasses
we'll do without them this time.

C. Como on, awww.

C I can't find 'em.

T Well thou, conic back and sit down.

C, You can. He just playin' aroun'
(not clear).

1 9
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C
1

He crack his knucklos, in the buckles.

C
3

Uh-uh.

T OK, Zip and Wondy ran to tho woods, and
bore's the --

Cl I got a tow truck. My mama bought me one.

T -- father.

Cl An' I got me a car to hook it on. It got
a hook --

(Episodo 4)

The childron aro not involvod in tho lesson.

Tho contont is romoto and tho teacher is not communi-

cating well with the children. Sho ignores most of

what thoy say and continuos as if the childron woro

focused on tho losson. Besides a usual sort of rosis-

tanco, "Darron 'sposod to be first," tho childron start

a special form, verbal play, as in

"Ho crack his knucklos
In tho bucklos"

and

"1 gotmo a tow truck
My mama bought me one
An' I got mo a car to hook it on
It got a hook . . ."

This is not Just said; it is almost sung, with lilting

intonation; tho losson is ignorod. Lator tho teachor

is excludod explicitly as the childron define group

momborship in their vorbal play. Tho toachor has sot

aside tho reading book and is writing what tho childron

say, as in an oxporionco story.

20
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C
1

I got me a tow truck. (Giggles.)

C23 Tow truck, tow truck
,

T (Writes on large paper) 'I got me a --

C3 Tow, the one you put your toes in?

Ci No!

T Tow. It does sound like

C
I

A car, a truck dat pull a car. That's
crass' , stup'!

T 'I got me a tow truck;' what else?

C! I' pull a car.

C
2

(Giggles.)

T It pulls a car?

C! Yeah.

T 'I got,' can you read it yourself?

C! No.
(Episode 62)

The children chant, "tow truck, tow truck,"

then play with the word "tow." The mischievous intona-

tion of "Is that the kind yor put your toes in?" marks

it as further verbal play. When the teacher notes the

similarity in sound, "Tow, it does sound like--," she

is cut off and the children continue apart from her.

The function of thoir speech is maintaining peer status,

not learning to read.

The teacher also standardizes what the children

say, "It pulls a car?", as she writes it for them. In

selecting accoptable material to write she loses the

21
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flavor of what the children are doing. She also defines

her separateness from the children. In the end, CI

refuses to read even his own words. Thore has been a

functional conflict.

Maintaining involvement in learning is part of

good teaching in general, but thore are ways toaching

can tail that are specifically related to dialoct--to

both structural and functional conflict betwoen tho

language of the child and that of tho school. Tho first

objectivo of this study, then, is to doscribe actual

occurrencos of dialoct interforence and teacher

accommodation.

The socond objoctivo is to dotormine tho impact

of teacher accommodation on dialoct and reading scores.

Toaching Stylos

Whilo teachors may be dividod into two groups,

those who handle dialoct difforoncos effectivoly and

thoso who do not, distinguishing styles of dealing with

dialect could provido moro information about what

accounts for difforoncos in reading and dialect scoros.

Evory toacher has an approach to instruction

that is consistent with nor personal stylo of intor-

action. Thore aro, howover, emphases that soveral

toachers may havo in common in thoir way of doaling with

dialect difforonces. Some toachers, oxplicitly awaro of

dialect, might spond a considerable amount of timo

2 2
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during reading instruction attempting to change the way

Black children pronounce words. Another group of

teachers, also aware of dialect, might capitalize on the

verbal art of the children and encourage lilting chants

related to the Lesson, or listen appreciatively as

children engage in ritual insult on a story character.

The styles teachers use with dialect-speaking

children could be described by_a congtellation of
, -

behaviors unique to the teachers in a group. Whether

teaching styles can be formulated and described from

observational data is another question in this study.

The impact of the teaching styles on children's dialect

and reading scores is a final research question.

The Poverty Cycle and Language Theory

Black children's language has attracted atten-

for reasons other than those specifically related to

reading proficiency. Williams (1971) relates the

efforts of cognitive deficit and linguistic difference

theorists to the War on Poverty of the 1960's. Educa-

tional interventions wore considered an important means

of breaking the poverty cycle.

Deficit Position

Some theorists, arguing from the failure of

Black children in school and ignoring the evidence of

universals of language acquisition, regard the speech

of young Black children as inherently inferior as a
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means of communication and as a vehicle of thought.

Bereiter and Englemann (1966) state that the languago

of ghetto children entering their preschool "is not

merely an underdeveloped version of standard English,

but is basically 4 non-logical mode of exprossive

behavior." Thoir programs treat children entering

preschool as if they had no language at all. Black

childron's language is described as "a sorios of

emotional cries." Tho children are said to communicate

with gostures, single words and "a sorios of badly

connected words and phrases." They are, in other words,

without a command of a grammatical system.

Bersnteins' work in England formed a theoretical

framework for "cultural deficit" theorists, although He

Has objectod to some of the interpretations of his own

work. Bernstein (1970) describes two codes of speech,

the restricted code, with highly particularistic orders

of meaning, and the elaborated code, with universalistic

meanings which are not so context bound. A code of

speech refers to the transmissions of deep moaning struc-

ture from which linguistic choices are made.

Bernstein interprets his research to say that

social classes differ in the contexts which evoke

certain Linguistic realizations and that middle class

mothers place greater emphasis on the use of language

in the socializing of children than working class

mothers. So thoro is a restriction on the contexts and

24,
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conditions which will orient the working class child to

the linguistic choice of being explicit. Bernstein

makes the point that there is no implicit connection

between dialect use and a restricted code of speech,

however.

Drawing on the work of Bernstein, several

researchers in this country havo looked for evidence

that lower class children are dof.iciont in thoir ability

to produce syntactically elaboratod speech. Hess and

Shipman (19(,5), posed the hypothosis that behavior

leading to poverty is socialized in early childhood,

and that the central factor affecting cultural depriva-

tion is lack of cognitive moaning in the mothor-child

conununication systom. Thoy found difforencos associated

with socioeconomic status in the explicitness with which

mothors communicated information flooded by thoir child

for tasks. The mothors, who relied on public wolfare

assistanco wore, howovor, tostod in an unfamiliar

univorsity sotting. Tho "imperativo" interaction style

noted by the rosoarchers may havo largoly boon a reflec-

tion of the social setting rather than of the style

thoso mothors use in a moro natural sotting.

Many tosts of "disadvantagod" childron's speech

loads to undorostimation of their ability. The Hoss

and Shipman study illustrates ono way moasuros takon in

highly constrainod social sottings can bo equated with

limits of ability.
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Cazden (1967) distinguishes two Levels of

linguistic performance. Whet a person can ,do is con-

strained by such psychological factors as attention and

memory. What a person does do is constrained by such

sociological factors as setting, topic and participants.

The interpersonal constraints (of the social setting)

on speech can bo confused with the intrapersonal

constraints (of ability) on speech. Labov (1970)

emphasizes that if you want to knoll what a child can do,

you must enter into the right social relationship with

him.

Tasting itself, then, is subject to both

structural and functional conflict for dialect speakers.

Ammon (1971) discusses one result of functional conflict

during testing. Children, reticent to speak with a

strange adult, may frequently answer, "I don't know."

When coded, this answer may be judged as organized at a

vary simple Levol. It has no modifiers, conjunctive

clauses or other features that may improve a syntactic

elaboration score.

Labov (1970) uses an example from a sentence

repetition task to illustrate how a dialect speaker may

be said to lack elements of a coherent linguistic'

system. Asked to repeat the sentence: "I asked Alvin

if tie ktiew how to play basketball," a dialect speaker

said, "I axed Alvin, did he know how to play basket-

ball." The speaker cloariy understood the underlying

26
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logic of the sentence. Since he did not repeat the

conditional "if" he could be misjudged as lacking the

Logic of "if--then" statements, that is, lacking

cognitive as well as Linguistic competence.

In the "Clown and Rocket" technique employed by

['outsell (1967), "research was not focused on phonemic

patterns or dialect." It was concluded, from a standard

English speaking transcriber's record of tape recorded

speech, that the lower class children's speech "was

organized at a much simpler level," in variety of verbs,

complexity of verb stems and complexity of organization.

But ignoring differences in the ways dialect speakers

use Verbs, verb stems, etc., is precisely what made

such a faulty conclusion possible. Results obtained

from a measure which does not take into consideration

the stylistic differences of Black children, or does not

assure that the content and context of its administra-

tion is appropriate, cannot be accepted as evidence of

linguistic deficit.

Researchers who emphasize the universality of

Language competence question the validity of oven

hypothesizing such a thing as linguistic deficit.

Nearly all children learn to speak by age three. Within

a very short time, they command the rules of language

and are able to produce and understand oziginal combina-

tions of words. According to Premack and Schwartz (1969),

no differences havo boon found between rotarded and
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normal children's grammar except in cases of extremo

rotardation, i.e., IQ bolow 50. Similarities across

cultural groups .in development of grammatical produc-

tion have been described by Slobin (1970) and by Gumporz

and Hernandez (1969). There is no such thing as a

primitive language; Black dialect is no exception.

Difference Position

Comprehensive studies of Black dialect conducted

by Labov of al. (1968), Wolfram (1969) and Fasold (1970)

found similaritaps in Black speech in soveral geograph-

ically diverse urban areas. Black English has much in

common with standard, formal. English but in some

linguistic contexts calls for sytomatic variations in

phonology, morphology and syntax.1 (See Appendix A)

Dialect is also markod by special intonation

patterns and vocabulary. Goodman (1969) describes how

infloction can express tonso, plurals, and other forms.

McDavid (1969) discusses Black stress,'intonation,

transitions and terminals as well as Black paralanguage

and kinosics. Uso of these, like other dialect forms,

is associated with cul..ural differences. In gonoral,

1The distinction botween phonological and grammatical
features is not clear. Labov (1969) describes how
phonological reduction rules can have grammatical
correlates. For oxamplo, both "passes" and "past"
may bo pronounced "pass." A standard English speaking
teachor hears a change in tonne in the passed-pass
roduction, and considors it as a grammatical error,
while sho overlooks the past-pass reduction, for
instance, in oral reading.
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more extensive dialect use is associated with lower

socioeconomic status.

There have been a great many recommendations

about how teachers should modify instruction to deal

with dialect interference. Some of the recommendations

are founded more on assumptions about the social

consequences of dialect use than on evidence on ways to

improve reading.

Teach standard English. According, to Kernan

(1971), some Black informants consider dialect a stigma,

referring to it as country-flat-bad English, as opposed

to good, proper English. Black parents have expressed

concern that dialect is a block to the upward mobility

of their children. They expect the schools to teach

standard English. Bartley and Politzer (1972) have

developed materials to train teachers in the use of pattern

practice and drill with dialect-speaking children. They

apply English as a Second Language (ESL) techniques to

dialect in an attempt to broaden Black children's

options, so they can use standard English in some situa-

tions, such as job interviews. They do not advocate using

these techniques as a basis for initial reading, however.

Rystrom, Farris and Smith (1968) have also written ESL

materials for dialect speakers. These have not proven

effective either for changing speech or for improving
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reading.

Kochman (1960 and Sledd (1969) object to

attempts to teach standard English because dialect is

an expression of cultural identity; eliminating it in

school is "arrogant ethnocentrism" or "white racism."

This broad issue of the social impaCt of dialect use

is beyond the scope of this study, which is focused

only on the effects of dialect use on learning initial

reading.

Teach reading in dialect. Some "difference"

theorists have recommended teaching initial reading

from books written in dialect. Baratz (1969) has

written reading materials in dialect but the materials

have been criticized because some dialect forms are

inserted in unlikely linguistic contexts. The materials

also solidify forms which are inherently variable.

There is no evidence yet that these materials improve

reading proficiency either.

Attempts at both changing the language of the

child and that of the books have been global rather

than diagnostic. Thoy imply that Black dialect is like

a separate language from English, and that language can

be accurately represented in print. But dialect in

print is likely to be oversimplified or storeotypedas

it loses its range of variability, perhaps to an oven

greater extent than standard English.
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Accommodate instruction. Other recommendations

are addressed at specific difficulties Black children

might have in learning reading from standard English

teachers and materials.

When teachers and children use language systems

that differ only slightly, they can assume they are

understanding each other when they are not. For

example, in a first grade classroom, a teacher presented

words on cards, varying only the initial consonants.

T (Holds up a card with 'wow' written on it.)

CLASS WOW!

T When would you say 'wow?'

C
I

When you got some wil', wil' clothes.

T Well, you might say 'wow' if you had on
bright clothes. What about this one?

In this section of the episode, "wow" and "wild" were

confused. The child would probably continue to read

"wow" as "wild," and the teacher did not seem to recognize

the difficulty.

T (Holds up a card with 'cow' written on it.)

CLASS COW!

T How about a sentence?

C
I

When it be co' you freeze to death.

What does it eat?

C
2

Flowers.

It does?
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C3 Grass.

T It does?

C4 Woods.

T Then what is it?

CLASS An an-i-mal!

T Right!

In this soction, the toachor and some class members

recognized the confusion between "cow" and "cold," but

tho distinction was not made explicit for the child (C1)

who was'confusod in the beginning. She may or may not

have known how to road "cow" at the end of this

section of the lesson.

Later in the lesson a distinction in meaning

was explained.

T (Holds up a card with 'drake' written on
it.)

C! A drake is like curtains.

T No that's 'drape'; a drake is a father
duck.

Those examples illustrate how dialect-speaking

children might become confused about the ends of words,

and stop trying to sound out words.

In another episode, the teacher at first mis-

understood a child because of his pronunciation of "r."
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T Who can give me a word that begins with
thr?

C! Happy.

T Happy, good. (Writes it on the board.)

C
2

Houso.

T House! That's a good one, too. (Writes
it down under 'happy'.)

C3 (W)hor.'

T (Looking deliberately cool, pauses briefly.)

, Like you go to a hor' movie.

T Oh! Horror! Yes. (Writes it.)

In this episode, the teacher initially misunder-

stood what the child meant but probably figured it out

beforo tho child roalized the teacher was hearing

"whore" in place of "horror." These episodes show how

confusion can arise when dialect forms are presented in

isolation. Recommendations for dealing with this and a

number of other dialect-rolatod problems are listed in

Chapter II.

Sociocultural Position

Evon within ono social stratum, dialect features

aro not used uniformly; rules for their application are

subtle and complex. Hymos (1967) describos some of the

factors that influonco speech variation. Children,

like adults, havo a repertoire of styles to use in

different social contexts. They use dialect to define

group membership or exclusion and to express the tone
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or spirit of an occasion. Black dialoct is characterized

by unique art forms such as sounding, marking, rapping

and running it down. Language is used playfully in

ritual insult as a moans of gaining and maintaining

status in groups. Kochman (1969) describos somo of

those artful forms of dialect and their functions.

Sociolinguists distinguish communicative

competence, or ability to select forms which appropri-

ately reflect the social norms governing behavior in

specific oncountors from linguistic competence, the

abilit to produce grammatically correct utterancos.

Special intonations, in-group terminologies and abbre-

viated forms help defino who belongs to a group and who

does not, which in a classroom may mean that the teacher

and childron dofine their separateness by using or ig-

noring dialoct forms.

Gumperz (1970) doscribos how subtle shifts in

style distinguishes communication with group mombors

from that with outsiders. Ho also illustratos how a

teacher changes styles with the slow and fast reading,

groups in hor classroom, spooking slowly and

dol.i..beratoly with one group and with animation with tho

othor.

Studying the functions language serves in tho

classroom loads to rocognition of how subtlo changos in

speech can communicate to a child that he is considered

to be "lacking in potontial." Hist (1970) doscribos how
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dogree and type of verbalization, social information

available to kindergarten teachers, along with the

children's dress, mannerisms, physical appearance, and

performance on some tasks entered into a Labeling

system in an all Black school. Tho labels (o.g., "slow

loarnor") wore finalized after a few days of school and

porsisted ovor tho throo yoars of Rist's observations.

Toachors arrangod seating in accordanco with childron's

"potential" and systematically ignored lower status

children, not giving thorn a chance to verbalize what

they know. Clearly, labolod childron would have more

difficulty Loarning to road than thoso favored with the

toachor's attention. This Labeling process is a dimen-

sion undorlying teachers' ways of dealing with dialect

difforencos. Unfavorablo attitudes or labols may bo

implicit in toachers' failure to accommodate instruction

for dialoct spoakers. If thoy boliovo children lack

potontial, thoy may not seok ways of helping thorn whop

there is linguistic conflict.

Many teachers of Black childron as yet have no

systematic knowiodgo of Black English and somo may bo

roluctant to rocognizo that it has rules. Thoir nogativo

attitudos toward "bad granunar" may bo applied to young

speakers of dialoct. It scorns even more unlikoly that

toachors unawaro of Black culture and language would

rocognizo tho forms Black children use in defining

group memborship, which could include the teachor in
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some situations. In fact, if the functions language

serves for teachers and children are at odds, it is

difficult to see how a teacher can effectively guide

the chiLdren's learning to read.

A Word About the Research Method

This study is exploratory. At this stage of the

investigation of dialect, reading and instruction,

much of the theory and practice is based on misinforma-

tion, bias or well-intentioned speculation. This study

employs broad lipothesos and an open investigative

method because there is such a lack of empirical evidence

on dialect and reading in actual classrooms. While an

investigator always brings subjective factors to bear

in conducting research, this is especially the case in

the approach used in this study. It would have been

possible to abstract some aspects of instruction to

incorporato them into a system, such as a programmed

soquenco, and to study the effects of controlled varia-

tion. But the results would reveal vory little, if

anything, about real classroom conflict.

Polanyi (1969) discusses how even in the

physical sciences tacit undorstanding on the part of

tho human observer is critical, for example, when used

by a biologist in recognizing subtle features in a

strain of hedgehogs, or by a chemist using his sense of

smell. Similarly in this study, excerpts from

3.6
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instruction are categorised in a way which would be

difficult to describe explicitly. The episodes are not

"objoctive" units or procision measurements.

Limits on the objective description of human

interaction seem parallel to the limits on atomic

description. According to Heisenborg'S Uncertainty

Principle, the position of an atom until its

oxact location is dotermined progressivoly increases

tho uncertainty about the momentum (mass x velocity) of

tho atom until it reaches infinity. Achieving zoro

uncortainty for one quantity necossarily Leads to loss

of all information about the other. In human intor-

action limiting the context of interaction leads to

loss of information about the moaning and impact of

communication. Prosonting raw communication would

likowiso bo meaningless. However, selecting opisodos

of dialoct intorferonco and teacher accommodation and

grouping thorn by teaching styles loaves open tho

possibility of idontifying how Black children are helped

or hindorod in learning to read. Quantitative data

(roading and dialoct scores) can thou be used to Lost

tho offoctivonoss of difforont stratogies for doaling

with dialoct difforences.
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Summary

Two kinds of interference with learning were

discussed in this chapter: structural interference in

which thero is a mismatch of Linguistic structures

loading to misunderstanding or confusion, and functional

interference in which children's desire to learn is

interrupted because of a mismatch of the functions

Language servos in different social contexts. This

Investigation uses an observational approach to

dotormino what kinds of interference occur and the ways

in which teachers accommodate instruction for dialect-

spoaking children.

Tho chapter also briefly discussed the deficit

position, that disadvantaged children's speech is

structurally inferior; the "difference" position, that

dialect is separate but equal to standard English, and

the sociolinguistic position, that emphasizes the

functions language serves in different social contexts.

Tho study draws on descriptive analyses of "difference"

theorists to anticipate structural conflict and on the

sociolinguistic emphasis to anticipate functional

conflict.
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Chapter II

Mothod

In this chapter tho rosoarch hypotheses, sub-

jects, observation and toachor grouping procedures, and

the reading and dialect measuros will be doscribed.

Research Hypotheses

Tho purposo of this invostigation was to study

roadIng instruction for first grado children who spook

Black dialect, spocifically:

I. Whothor the kinds of dialoct intorforenco

proposod in tho litoraturo occur during

reading instruction,

2. Whethor toachers accommodato instruction

for dialect spoakors in prodominantly Black

schobls,

3. Whethor distinct toaching styles or

approachos to handling dialoct differences

can be identified,

4. Whether the rolationship between dialect

and roading scoros differs for childron in

accommodation and intorferonco groups,

5. Whothor accommodation of instruction is

associatod with difforoncos in dialoct and

reading scoro means,

6. Whethor tho rolationship botween dialoct

26
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and reading scores diffors for children

taught with different teaching styles and

7. Whother teaching styles are associated with

differences in dialect and reading score

moans.

Tho first three questions wore approached through obser-

vation and description of what occurrod in classrooms.

The other four questions were approached quantitatively

by comparing regression linos of reading and dialect

scoros for various groups, and by using analysis of

variance.

Subjects

First graders in 14 predominantly Black class-

rooms wore selected for the study. The investigator

randomly selected 15 children from each classroom for

inclusion in the quantitative analysis. Non-Black chil-

dron, or those with serious speech problems, were

identified by the teacher or by the investigator and

replaced. There were no controls for sex, ability, or

other variables, which might Influence reading, as these

wore assumed to be randomly distributed.

Tho study focused on first graders for several

reasons; first, to minimize the effects of children's

experionco with difforont reading teachers; second, to

focus on initial reading skills before sound-symbol

corrospondonce has boon fully established. The presonce

of conflicting sound systems would seem to have more
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impact at this initial stage. Finally, reading success

in first grade is extremely important for a child's

continued success in school.

The use of first graders introduced a problem,

however. Some dialect forms correspond to developmental

variations in six year old children's speech. These

forms were taken into consideration in formulating the

dialect test.

Besides the choice to use first graders, it

soomed necessary to choose between conducting the study

in integrated or predominantly Black schools, as quite

different factors could influence results. In integrated

schools, chiLdren would have more exposure to different

linguistic styles; dialect might be the dominant form

for some functions and standard English for others, for

children of all races. Predominantly Black schools whore

a sufficient number of dialect-speaking children would be

concentrated in each classroom seemed a more likely con-

text in which to observe dialect interference.

This study was conducted in four schools in

Oakland, California. Three of the schools served

adjacent geographical areas in low to lower - middle

socioeconomic status neighborhoods.1 The fourth school

was in a redevelopment area nearer the central city.

1

Socioeconomic indicators for the four schools are
listed in Chapter IV.
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All the schools had special programs to improve reading.

There were classrooms served by the Follow Through

Program and Reading Specialists. There were teaching

machines and listening centers for reading. Several

classrooms were using the Open Court Reading Series as

part of a performance contract. There were no class-

rooms where reading was not a major emphasis.

Tlio investigator described the purpose and

procedures of the study to the school principals, who

thon asked thu first grade teachers if they would agree

to have a visitor during reading and to release children

briefly for testing. Teachers were told that the study

was an investigation of Black children's dialect and

reading. Those who agreed to participate included ten

Caucasian, one Oriental and three Black teachers. No

controls for overall teacher effectiveness were employed

becadse one aim of the study was to determine what con-

tributed to effectiveness with Black dialect-speaking

children. All teachers who agreed to participate were

included, with the exception of one first year teacher

who was having considerable difficulty with her class.

Several children remained at the back of the room,

rolling up in a large rug. Many of the children passed

the time with their heads down, coloring or eating the

candy used as a reward for cooperation. A few were

engaged in yelling, throwing chairs, and occasionally

running out or the room. Children's scores from this

12
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room could not profitably be compared with those of

children in the other i4 classrooms.

Classroom Observation

A review of techniques employed in analysis of

classroom interactions, such as those Listed an Mirrors

fir Behavior (1967-70), indicated that most methods

focus on categorizing content and participants in dis-

jointed segments of speech, taken at timed intervals.

in this study, a loss structured approach to observing

teaching was used. The unit of interaction was loosely

defined as an episode, a coherent, natural unit of

speech. ,Whore an episode begins and ends is somewhat

arbitrary; the categories into which episodes are

placed define their length. For example, a child may

delete final -ed in oral reading, be "corrected,"

repeat the form and go on reading, then misread another

word because it is not part of his vocabulary. This

could be considered one broadly defined episode--"oral

reading mistakes associated with linguistic-cultural

differences," or two sepatato episodes, one dealing with

pronunciation, the other with vocabulary.

Lewis (1970) recorded and transcribed classroom

interactions and divided them into episodes. From the

episodes she contrasted two teacher styles, one based

on a hierarchical pupil-teacher relationship, the other

on a poor-oriented group enterprise. She described how
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children code-switch in different ways in the two

settings. Similarly in this study, teacher styles

were described in terms of episodes.

Development of Episode Categories

Before classroom observations began, the

investigator listed proposed ways of accommodating

instruction for dialect speakers and possible sources

of linguistic conflict. The list included five general

headings, three to describe speech registers (spon-

taneoue, speech, instructional speech and oral reading)

and two to describe content (of reading instruction and

reading materials). Suggestions for accommodation and

interference behaviors were drawn from literature on

dialect and reading.

Spontaneous speech. Goodman (1969) recommends

that teachers, in Langston Hughes' terms, "dig, and be

dug in return," that they appreciate dialect, listen

carefully and objectively and find beauty and form

there. He states that children are proficient in

detecting slight, subtle difforonccs in speech sounds

that are significant to their dialect, while they

ignore cues that are not relevant in their system.

Puns which are funny to Black children might be missed

by the teacher. A first recommendation, then, is that

teachers enter into verbal play with children, or at

least express appreciation of artful, dialect forms.
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To ignore or discourage verbal play, treating it only

as disruptive, could bo considered interference.

Maimed (1970) states that teachers sometimos

do not understand the Speech of Black children, and

the children may interpret the question, "What did you

say?" as a hostile challenge, a reprimand or an indica-

tion that the teacher is not: listening or caring. A

second recommendation, then, is that teachers equip

themselves to readily understand Black children's free

flowing speech.

It would seem an advantage, in addition, for

teachers to have a productive command of dialect, either

as part of their regular system or in occasional uses

of Black intonation or vocabulary. Teachers who havo

a similar cultural and linguistic background as their

students are likely to anticipate difficulties the

children might have with roading matorials. Those who

havo a different background, but accopt the cultural

differences of dialect speakers could demonstrate

their acceptance by occasionaLly using dialect with

children.

A final recommendation about spontaneous speech

Is that toachors accept dialect during free conversa-

tion. McDavid (1969) notes that somo teachers send

dialect-speaking childron for speech correction,

inferring that their dialect marks them as sloppy and

careless or oven vulgar and crude. Goodman (1969)
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suggests that teachers distinguish immature language,

which is in transition toward adult norms, from

dialect. If a teacher "corrects" dialect, she is at

cross-purposes with the direction of the growth of

the child.

Instructional speech. While they are involved

in a lesson, Black children and their teachers as well

are likely to adopt a more formal speech style. Some

children's instructional speech may approximate standard

English more than their playground speech but still

include dialect features. According to Goodman (1969),

children forced to accept a new dialect for learning

must accept the view that their own language is

inferior; they must reject their own culture and them-

selves. lie emphasizes that the focus during instruction

must be on reading rather than on changing language.

There is an important distinction between comprehension

and production of speech. Those who insist on formal

standard usage seem to equate pronunCiation with

understanding, but these do not correspond.

Frequently, responses called for during early

reading instruction must be precise. For example, when

teachers ask for words that end in "th." Dialect

answers, transforming "th" to "f," may be ambiguous,

particularly if teachers are unaware of dialect. It is

helpful if the teacher clarifies what the child means

quickly rather than acting as if he were in error or
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than letting the lesson bog down on a minor point. To

accomplish this, Labov (1969) recommends that teachers

know the differences in the sets'of homonyms of standard

and Black English, and accept phonological differences

as long as they have no grammatical implications, as in

-ed endings.

In classrooms of Black children, the teachers

might be the only model of standard English. If she

speaks indistinctly or overarticulates sounds, the

children lack an adequate model. Much of the content

of instruction, as in phonics, depends on standard

pronunciations which some children might not become

familiar with without the teacher's help.

A problem underlying several of those already

described is the possibility that a dialect-speaking

child will avoid talking. Warned (1970) comments on

how Black children expect adults to correct and disap-

prove of their speech. This disapproval can be com-

municated by teachers repeating children's responses,

anticipating them and interrupting them. Children

who participate enthusiastically in instruction are

certainly in a disposition to learn more than children

who are withdrawn and silent.

Reading instruction. Language differences

pose problems related to the content of teaching.

Melmed (1970) found that dialect-speaking children's

auditory discrimination for minimal pair-dialect
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homonyms was loss than that of childron who distin-

guishod the same words in their speech. Melmed

recommends that whon homonym pairs ate prosonted for

identification, thoy should be embedded in unambiguous

sentences, such as, "His (pass, past) made him famous."

He also proposos that phonological distinctions not bo

aocontuatod by toachers insisting that children articu-

lato thom. Childron aro ablo to identify a word by its

moaning when it is presented in context. Labov (1969)

montions tnat Black children may roquiro porception

training to distinguish standard forms which were

formerly not rolevant to them.

Bocauso so many words usod in school sound

difforont to Black children than thoy would oxpoct

from tho standard spoiling, Faseld (1969) states that

thoy are liablo to loso conficlonco in tho principle of

sound-symbol corrospondonco. Labov (1969) suggosts

that thoy may stop trying to analyzo shapos of lettors

that follow the vowelp thoy may look at the first fow

loiters and guoss at the whole word. Attempts to

establish sound-symbol corrospondonco then could bo

particularly important for dialect spoakors. Some-

timos childron bocome skillod at idontifying words by

watching tho toacher's Lips, listoning to othor childron

or obsorving pictures in the book, and fail to learn

docoding skills. Cortain sounds in particular may

cause probLems for Black children. Labov (1969)
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suggests that teachers spend more time explaining the

grammatical function of certain inflections, such as

final -ed, giving them tho same kind of attention as

that given silent "b" in "lamb."

Many dialect-spoaking childron havo a cultural

background which has supplied thorn with a different

vocabulary from middlo class children. Goodman (1969),

Melmed (1970), Fasold (1969), and McDavid (1969)

comment on vocabulary differences of Black children.

Toachors who do not recognize those differencos may

confuse children evon in their instructions or

oxplanations.

Oral reading. Whon somo Black children road

aloud, thoy are liko].y to use dialoct pronunciation.

Fasold (1969), Rystrom and Cowart (1972), Labov (1969)

and Molmod (1970) agroe that Black children aro often

"corroctod" for "roading orrors" that aro really only

variations in pronunciation. As a rosult, childron may

bocome confusod, angry or withdrawn. Toachors who know

tho foaturos of Black English can distinguish real

roading orrors from dialoct pronunciations. If

toachers inconsistontly corroct oral reading, childron

might loso tho principlo that reading corresponds to

spooch. Goodman (1969) would remind toachors that

spoiling doos not dotormine pronunciation--there is a

range of variability in phonological roalization of

written symbols, and this should bo oxtondod to include
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dialect speakers.

When uords are read in isolation, this may be

more of a pioblem. t'ouel. variations and softening the

ends of sorbs in dialect make it difficult to assure

that children are correctly identifying isolated words,

as in a uord list. "So" and "sore," "sure" and "shore,"

and many others may be pronounced alike. But teachers

can supply a context to assure that children are

reading correctly.

It there is a heavy emphasis on sounding out

words, perhaps to compensate for sound-symbol difficul-

ties, children might stop reading for meaning. While

this problem could apply to all children, the vocabulary

differences of some Black children intensifies the

problem for them. Goodman (1969) describes how arti-

ficial "prime rose" is, to the point of being a non-

language. Black children who aro experiencing

difficulty might try to be hypercorrect in their

speech; others read in a flat, choppy tone, without

understanding the content. Teachers can prevent those

difficulties by asking children comprehension questions

and encouraging continuity in oral reading. Goodman

comments that more proficient readers use their own

dialect; they bring together decoding skills, compre-

hension and confidence in their own language pattorns.

Reading materials. Most dialectologists

recommend use or standard orthography in reading
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materials, emphasizing that Black children can under-

stand them quite well. One way of affirming the

acceptability of dialect, however, is allowing children

to road their own writing. Notes, sentences written on

a blackboard or other informal writing which includes

phonetic transcription of dialect features might affirm

sound-symbol correspondence and encourage involvement

in reading.

The prepared reading materials used in many

first grade classrooms are stilted. A few elicit

rhythmic patterns that encourage fluid, natural speech,

which might alleviate some of the problems of dialect-

speaking readers. They can become more involved when

there is a rhythmic pattern to the material and break

through barriers to both decoding and comprehension.

Some reading materials present many phonemic

variants at once; ethers use closer phoneme-grapheme

correspondence. These could present a further diffi-

culty for Black children; some are not even written in

the United States, but in England. Mchavid (1969)

notes that either children must adjust their sound

system or teachers must use materials with close

phoneme-grapheme correspondence fle.xibly. Consistency

in materials might be helpful, but not if uniform

pronunciation is associated with their use. Mcl)avid

(1969) recommends that instruction proceed from

grosser to finer distinctions so that the load of sound
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symbol associations is not too great at any one time.

Finally, reading materials can be alionating

if their content is too unfamiliar. Goodman (1969)

recommends that roading materials draw on tho exper-

iences and settings appropriate to the children. This

is often not the case. Some reading books have a dated

pastoral content that would be unfamiliar oven to

modern rural children. In many ways, the culture of

the child andtho culture of the school are at odds,

and reading failure resulting from misunderstanding

(structural conflict) and alionation (functional con-

flict) may rosult.

These potential areas of dialect conflict are

summarized in a list of Episodo Categorios (see pages

ho-h1).

Obsorvation Soquenco

The investigator visitod 14 classrooms for

four half-hour periods, two during tho morning reading

period and two in the afternoon. During the observa-

tion sessions she made notes to describe opisodos of

dialect interferenco and teacher accommodation. Activ-

ities observed in oach classroom included oral roading,

workbook or similar individual written lessons, and

group lessons as whon childron sat near the board,

working orally.

A second obsorvor, who had teaching experience
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EVibehE cArr,vuirs

AC104.4onarles. 11111111111,"

1.0 Spontaneous Speech

Teacher empresses appieclution of artiui

1.1 dialect forms 6% winkinr. noddinr and
smiling with citildieu. of h) entering
into verbil pia% with thole.

toachol 40tolos ob diewourages verbal pia)
when used h, Plat* childrea; treats v....that
0,1) Vial) ati.11ipt it e. J000 not !Winkle
It in instruction.

Teacher remorse* ..horently with chit.
1.2 droll who speak in Black dialect.

S eemlier onbannilOaon to leyvat ,Int they
said, rooponlo Inappropriately Or icneroys
spontaneous speech of 01aCk cnildron.

Teacher's speech includes features of
1.3 Black English intonation, phonology.

vocabulary or grammar.

Teacher speaks only in Standard English;
does not use even vocabulary or intonation
of dialect.

During children' spontaneous speech,
teacher accepts dialect pronunciation.

1.

During children's spontaneous speech,
teacher repeats children's sentences. cup.
plying grammatical features as if to erase
dialeCt, or interrupts the flew of speechto "sorrect dialect.

2.0 Instructional Speech

2.1

Teacher accepts dialect pronunciation
during Instruction; focuses on reading
lesson rather than on changing speech
p ttttt nit provides Standard English
alternate ani) if noc rrrrr y to Clarify
an instructional issue.

Teacher insists on formal Standard usage
during instruction, interrupting the con.
tinuity of the lesson; teams children's
interest er attention by asking them to
repeat savant tines; devotes considerable
time during rending InetroCtion to
changing language patterns.

2.2
Teacher readily comprehends dialect
responses; when children ass dialect
homonyms teacher clarifies their
meaning by eliciting examples Cr
definitions.

Teacher misinterprets dialect responses;
when Children use dialect homonyms, teacher
proceed. as if they were In error; requires
considerable time to clarify their

meaning.

2 )
Teacher speaks distinctly, avoiding

. distortln. during instruction.
Teacher does not speak distinctly or dis-
torts speech; overemphasises sounds.

2.4

Teacher encourages children to speak;
listens to their responses; allows them
to ttttt anew'', and questions fallv;
acknowledges responses affirmatively;
Children ask vostions. giro responses
and make comments enthusiastically.

eachor anticipates responses. Interrupts
children when they speak, talks over thous
repeats chat they have said in a Standard
English, correcting fano of ',oleo! children
speak vet) softly and as ...Won as possible!
leather done almost all the talking.

3.0 heading InstruCtian

Teacher rives aulitory iscriminition
training; as... on L.mio /Uuses aysti, cue.
when presonting dialect homonyms; calcite
correct response*

teacher dog, not train children to listen
tor Stand iii /nolisn distin,i.ens; proswaw
isolate./ sound. of Stindird lan.lish for
10tiLifleation witheng insuring .c,nreCy
el children's resPhsss.
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and medial vowels, hilaren consistently
attempt to sound out woids.

1. .... ft

'N.A.. 1,, 010 .1,,.

2,sai tk IA,. . .14441. 1..0

symbols& asks child.. Cu aaentity 301411.13
ii.as .011 ti4410111.111 II., 51414.41,1 English

mahli c lAto1.44 tio .1(0 14.101.4414. 004.11110.

1.1

TC3..10or U.U. Ii,,, liar W01.410 in instinetiong
10 Ov0 whothei wias usud ,440

1.A1 tO .141.11.toil 4.4.0o A t..141,44.A ui

unfamiliar and ciamortet uses
examples and Alai,. to which children
rospend oppi.frialuly.

C04.1.01 user mtimiliar %eras in instruction
without A, lai Al, io. , 014. 11 LOVis 1114i.i
fall to it opoet I 101 Aloo, 41,441'0.0 "'et.
to okplanations.

3.0 Orcli Reading

Chen children read sentences in dialect,

40 teacher distinguishes reading errors
from Black English. accepts dialect
pronunciation as correct reading.

Whim children read sente,es in dialect,
teacher interrupts, speaks before children
have a chance to responA. calks over chil-
dren; interprets dialect pronunciations
as reading errors.

When children read isolated words in
dialect, teacher listens carefully to
determine whether the words were identie
nod COrrectlyi asks children for

4.2 sentence If the distm,tion As not clears
provide. alternate words asking, which the
child meant; provides context clues to
Clarify word meaning; writes alternate
words of homonym pair to clarify distinc-
tions.

When Children read isolated words in
dialect, teacher deem not liten carefully,
asks then to repeat several tinesi repeats
words In a loud tone of voice without
insuring that 01114'i-en can mane distinctions
between homonym pair..

Teacher eacoureges reading for meaning;
asks comprehension gent -ensi encourages

3,3 continuity in oral reading, chi Wren '
voices indicate that they Comprehend
what they read.

Teacher accepts flat, choppy production of
sounds during oral reading; children's
voices while reading indicate that they are
decoding without comprehending.

3.0 Reading Materials

Teacher use. Black children's notes,
stories. or ether materials which
accurately represent their speech in
teaching reading.

Teacher use. only Standard English reading
materials' children's writing is Standard.

'feather usos material. with rhothmiC

5.2 patterns, etc.. which fa,ilitate use
of natural spe*,h patterns in reading.

Teacher uses material. which elicit
Choppy, stilted speech in reading.

Teacher uses materials which flexibly
5.3 represent phonenee,!raphene r ditienIbipP

Tea -her uses materials which represent
Standard English with one.tosene
Phoneneegraphime corrispendence.

Tes,her uses readine mktoriiis with
pr.,1,mitimily .niiiii; Ahocks la

whr.tt,r wort. ay. 1 ill ro,,ine
materials aro fieili.r to 'olliron.
teirhos tt. mine nd unl.milior words.

TO441.014 OVOS re,4011PA m.torials with con.
v1a.rMi, 0111.00414. 44.141111 0%041.314n.
Salto. I opt ..104 4+41Alloa,($ 401 MO 1444414141
Ch4141.10. ro.AO.0.4 11041C44 10t that word
1414 tip.t CI u.l led.
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and familiarity with dialect forms also visited each

classroom, and using tho list of potential interference

and accommodation bohaviols, noted episodes where those

soemed to occur. Between classroom visits, observers

discussed wtitat they saw and compared categorization

of opisod-os. The initial list of accommodation and

interference behaviors was continually revised so that

it would bettor describe what had been observed.

Soon after the observations began, it became

apparont that notes alono were not sufficient to record

episodes in detail. For this reason, tape recordings

were made. Tho investigator completod one morning and

afternoon observation in each classroom, then, with

the permission of toachors, made tape recordings for

1$ minutes of oach of the second set of morning and

afternoon observations. Taping was clone unobtrusively

with a small asette recorder. The children and

teachors did not seem to act much differently as a

result of boing tapod. One difference was that two class

discussions soomod slightly prolonged, as if the teachors

wanted to mako suro that every child would have a turn

at spooking on tape. Giving evory child a turn may

havo been the teacher's rogular practice, however.

Thoro wero probably other differences in regular

classroom procodures as a result of the observer's

presonce. Thoso are difficult to assess, as teachers

coact difforontly to having visitors, and there is no
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way to observe netaral classrooms without being present.

Dates were set for classroom visits, and it seems likely

that teachers prepared, at least for the first of the

four visits. By the third visit, none of the teachers

or children seemed uncomfortable with 'laving visitors.

It did not seem optimal to inform teachers that

the locus of the study was Black children's language,

but permission to enter classrooms was contingent on

doing so. Teachers may have acted differently than

usual, but how they acted would depend on their own

concepts of dialect differences. The observers did

not discuss the content of the study beyond a general

statement of its purpose.

Categorization of Episodes

At the conclusion of the observation sequence,

there wore notes on 28 hours of observation and seven

hours of taped classroom instruction. The notes and

tape recordings wore examined and segments of class-

room dialogue excerpted. The Episode Category list

provided a guide for defining episodes. Some were

quite long when a topic continued; others were very

brief. Each episode was placed in several categories;

based on the speech register of teachers and children,

on the content of the instruction and materials. The

imestigator sorted episodes so that as many categories

as possible could be illustrated.
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Formation of Teacher Groups

After completing classroom visits, the investi-

gator and second classroom observer divided teachers

into accommodation and interference groups. The

observers placed a teacher in the accommodation group

if her teaching was characterized more by episodes

described in the accommodation List than by episodes

in the interference list. The grouping was based on an

overall impression of the observers, following class-

room visits, not on the number of episodes of each

typo. At the time teacher groups were formed, the

categorization of episodes, which required several

months, was not complete.

A second rating was based on more coherent

teaching styles, on constellations of behavior which

occurred together. These were defined after episodes

were categorized. Chapter III describes the corre-

spondence of teacher ratings and episodes and agreement

between observers on the placement of teachers in

groups.
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Dialect Measure

The amount of Black dialect a child uses varies

according to the social context in which he finds

himself. In a preliminary study, 16 Black children,

four from each reading group in a single classroom,

were tape recorded performing a sentence construction

task during reading instruction and a sentence

repetition task. They were also recorded during a

casual interview and during spontaneous peer inter-

action. The resulting 738 utterances were transcribed

and from the total speech output, the percentage of

dialect used recorded for each child.

An analysis of variance showed significant

differences between the amount of dialect used between

speech situations and an interaction of speech situa-

tions by reading group. Mean dialect scores for

each cell illustrate three separate patterns as shown

in Table I.

First, there appeared to be a progression in

the amount of dialect used in the sentence repetition

task, according to reading group. The fast readers

performed the sentence repetition task in standard

English using only 15 percent dialect, while the slow

readers used over 73 percent dialect. The more profi-

cient readers seemed to change "registers" or "style

switch" more readily than the less proficient readers.

Second, each group used about the same amount of
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dialect in free speech, about 60 percent. Third, in

sentence construction, the fast readers were more

fluent, which seemed to account for their higher dialect

use in the instructional setting. The slow reading

group had a loser totaL speech output and spoke in a

deliberate, stilted fashion in the instructional

setting.

The results of the preliminary study were one

reason for selecting the sentence repetition task as

a dialect measure for this investigation. While it

does not tap the range of variability of dialect use,

the sentence repetition task seemed more likely to

yield results related to reading proficiency. Each

child could perform the task in the same way so the

speoch sample, the potential dialect forms, could be

hold constant. The aim was to obtain a general

measure of dialect use, not material for a descriptive

analygis of Black first graders' speech.

Ammon (1972) found a significant correlation

(.!l51#) between syntactic elaboration scores from a

sontonco repetition task administered to preschool

Black children and their reading test scores at the

end of the second grade.

Garvey and McFarlane 0970) tested for trans-

formation of grammatical features in a sentence repe-

tition task. In a study of fifth grade students, they

found no significant correlation between transformation
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scores and reading proficienc3, for Lew SES Black fifth

graders.

Procedures. Fifty high frequency potential
$4

dialect Corms-wele embedded in standard English sen-

tences. Both standard English and dialect speakers

soften or delete some-sounds, so care was taken to

embed potential dialect forms in Linguistic positions

which would maximize discrimintion of dialect speakers

from others.

Potential phonological and grammatical varia-

tions from standard English were included; other

variations, such as those of intonation were not tested

for.

Instructions and model_ sentences (listed in

Appendix B) were tape recorded in standard English, with

intervals for repetition between each sentence.

Individual children were taken out of the classroom

for approximately three minutes to listen to and repeat

the sentences. The children's repetitions were recorded

on a second tape recorder. El the class had a mixed

racial composition some non-Black children were selected

to experience the task to avoid focusing attention on

2
Unfortunately, those features were drawn from studies
in New York and Detroit and may not have boon optimal
to discriminate dialect speakers from others in
Oak Land.
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race. Some teachers requested that all their students

have a "turn" as the children generally returned to

the classroom with broad smiles, having heard their

voices briefly at the end of the recorded task.

The investigator based dialect scores only on

those features embedded in the sentence repetition task;

variations not designed for scoring were ignored. The

dialect score was derived from the number, from zero

to 50, of Black dialect forms used in the sentences.

Reading Measure

The children in this study took the Cooperative

Primary Reading Tests as part of tho California State

'Posting Program. Raw composito scores from the achieve-

ment tests were used as a reading measure. The test is

aimed at assessing comprehension, extraction (e.g.,

extracting an element, identifying an omission), and

interpretation, evaluation and inference. This test,

like other standardized reading tests, is not completely

free of cultural bias. Bias against dialect speakers

might be present in a word analysis test in which chil-

dren are asked to identify ending sounds or medial

vowels. Sample Word Analysis items from the Cooperative

Primary Reading Test which may be more difficult for

dialect speakers are the following:

"What has the same sound in it as sot?"

"What rhymes with mask?"
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"Jar ends with the same sound as fur. Jar
. . . fur. Do you understand?"

"What ends with the same sound as wash?"

Melmed (1970) found that Black children had more diffi-

culty with auditory and verbal. discrimination of

dialect homonyms than others, but did not differ in

comprehending the same words in oral and silent

roading.

The items in the word and paragraph meaning

sections of the Cooperative,Primary Reading Test used

in this study did not have dialect bias of the type

illustrated in the items. The word meaning portion

required children to select ono of three pictures (a

ball, bell and bed) to match the printed word "bed."

In the paragraph meaning portion a story is followed

by questions such as, "Three little turtles had the

same . . . (mother, name', supper) (Manual for California

State Testing Program, 1970)."

Teachers administered and scored reading tests

as part of their regular instructional program. Unfor-

tunately, it is possible that some teachers "taught to

the test" more than others duo to the current emphasis

on accountability, but it was not possible within the

scope of this study to administer separate roading

tests.
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Summary

Teacher groups formed b) usinePobservational

data, black dialect scores basod on a sentenco repoti-

Lion task, and reading scores from Cooporative Primary

Tests formod the basis of investigating the relation-

ship of differont types of roading instruction,

dialect, and roading. Torts of paralloism of regros-

sion linos and analysis of varianco were usod to test

difforencos in dialect and reading scoros of childron

from accommodation and intorferenco groups and from

touching style groups.
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Chapter III

Descriptive and Quantitative Results

In this chapter, classroom episode: illustrate

structural and functional interference in Black chil-

dren's learning to read and ways teachers accommodate

instruction for dialect speakers. Observers' place-

ment of,teachers in accommodation and interference

groups and results of the analysis of reading and

dialect scores associated with these groups are also

described.

In addition, episodes are usd to describe six

approaches to handling dialect differences. An analysis

of reading and dialect scores of children in the six

groups is also presented.

Before quantitative results could be calculated,

descriptive findings had to be analyzed to yield

teacher ratings. Since the categories had been formu-

lated from suggestions in the literature about what

should help and hinder Black children's reading, the

first questions in this study wore whether tho proposed

kinds of dialect interference and teacher accommodation

seemed to actually occur.

The Investigator excerpted 104 episodes from

tapo recordings and notes made in classrooms. A
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transcript of 73 tape recorded episodes appears in

Appendix C. The episodes are arranl.ed in the same

order as the episode category list.

Occurrence of Dialect Interference

When a conflict involving dialect differences

was not resolved quickly and thoroughly, it was con-

sidered an intetforence episode. Whether the episodes

of structural and functional conflict actually repro -

so;.; blocks in children's learning to read is difficult

to determine. Children may act confused or alienated,

but there is no way of separating out the effects of a

particular misundetstanding on learning. The quantita-

tive analysis treats an overall effect of teaching

style defined by episode data; the descriptive analysis

treats episodes one at a time. Neither approach

measures the impact of individual episodes on learning.

Structural Conflict

The clearest episodes observed were those where

structural conflict, a mismatch in linguistic systems,

was evident. Twenty-six episodes of this type were

recorded in seven hours. Frequency in a single class-

room ranged from five per half-hour to none.

1The numbered episodes or sections of episodes used
for illustrations in this chapter are drawn from tho
transcript in Appendix C. Most of the episodes are
from tape recordings as these proved a more complete
source than notes.
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Phonological conflict. Differences in the

sound systems of teachers and children seemed to be

the sources of conflict in 01 tapod opisodos.

In Episodo 50, children wero soatod around a

largo table reading sentencos printed on Long manila

strips. Each child had his on printed sentence which

was Large enough for tho group to read. The teachor

correctod a pronunciation, "dey," which Lod sovorai

childron to chango the word "thoy" to "that." The

toachor's emphasis on a surfaco foaturo of spoech was

ropoatod in a way which intorrupted tho continuity of

tho roading losson.

T This ono, Lionel. This way, Lionel.
Como on, you're right here. Hurry up.

Cl 'Dey,

T Got your fingor out of four mouth.

C
I

'Call --

T Start again.

Cl 'Doy call, "What i' it? What is it?"'

T What's this word?

C, Doy.

Cl Dat.

T What is it?

C, Dot.

C
3

Boy.

Ch (Laughs.)
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C Dey.

Look at my tongue. They.

C
I

'They.'

'They.' Look at my tongue. (Between
hor tooth.)

Thoy

That's right. Say it again.

CI They.

'They.' OK. Pro t t y good. OK, Jimmy.

Tho closing lino, "OK, pretty good," emphasized

that something was wrong, that a child who pronouncos

words in dialoct is not quite right.

In ono classroom, an "ending monitor" was

stationod at the front of the room by tho teacher,

facing tho class. His function was to interrupt and

corroct the speech of othor children, as in, "Sho say

'fin', sho didn't say 'find'." Sometimes children

overarticulated onding sounds to compensate, as in

"ponda" in Episode 37.

In Episode 3, children wero soatod in a semi-

circlo around the hoard, roading isolated words such as

duck, pond and rabbit la preparation for a story.

Children chose a word, read it, then drow a picturo

undor tho word to illustrato it. Tho toacher often

romindod tho childron to cloarly articulato onding

sounds. Tho emphasis on pronouncing the final "t" in
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"rabbit" led one child to playfully change the word to

"rat."

T (Make) the rabbit. What is it; what is
it?

Cl A rabbit.

T What's the ending on it?

C
1

'Rabbit.' (Facing the blackboard.)

C, Rat; rat.

T Turn around and tell us what it is again,
pleaso.

C2 A rat.

T A rabbit.

C
2

it look like a rat.

T Tina, we didn't hear you.

CI Rat.

T Tina, look. Look, Tina, como here.
Look at that word. Use your fingers.

C, Rrrat.

T Rab-bit. What is it?

C
1

Rab-bit.

T Now, do you know what a rat is? Here's
'rat.' (Writes rat.) You know the rat
that crawls around 'n eats the choeso?

Cl Yoah.

T This is rab-bit. Can you make a rabbit?
Quickly now.

C
3

Sometimo my mama call it a rat,

T Your mothor calls a rabbit a rat? Why
would she do that? I didn't understand
you. Can you tell me in a sentonco?
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C
3

I don't know, Ms. X.

T and (Laughs.)
C
3

C2 It's gonna be a girl rabbit.

T I think you're kidding me.

C2 It's gonna be a girl rabbit.

T A girl rabbit. All right, fine.

The way the child pronounced and repeated "rrrat,," as

if tasting the word, marks it as verbal play. The

teacher interpreted this as a reading error. The child

continued in a playful tone, saying, "It look like a

rat," and finally, "Sometime my mama call it a rat,"

which the teacher also took seriously at first. Only

when the teacher asked, "Why would she do that?" and

the child responded with a broad grin and exaggerated

drawl, "I don' know, Ms. X," that the teacher caught

on to the playful character of the interchange.

These episodes illustrate two responses to

correction of pronunciation: withdrawal and play. The

children did not simply comply with the teacher's

instructions to articulate standard English sounds.

Some seemed confused about what the teacher was de-

manding; others treated the demand playfully. These

exampLos illustrate how structural conflict can have

functional implications. The feelings children have

when the teacher implies that something is wrong with

their speech may be at Least as important as their
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misunderstanding an instructional point.

Episodes of teachers misunderstanding children

rarely took place. Episode 8 includes two examples:

T What kind of bird lives in that nest?

C1 A bird wha' flies.

T Flies: What's it do with flies? Oh!
The kind that flies. Oh, thank you.

The same teacher misunderstood "fireman" and

asked "a funny man or a Florida man?" Another misunder-

standing occurred in Episode 9, when a child repeated

several times that she needed a calendar before the

teacher understood. In each of these cases, it was

difficult for the investigator to understand the child,

but other children readily translated. These episodes

were very brief but might be serious if they had

occurred often which would be, more likely in the first

days in a now teacher's classroom than in the classroom

observed.

In some episodes word moaning was confused, when

teachers corrected pronunciation. In Episod. 19, chil-

dren had boon asked to say words which ended in "th."

When "cough" was offered, the teacher recognized dialect

interference, but interpreted the problem as deletion of

"1" in the word "cloth" rather than confusion of "f" and

"th" in "cough."
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Very good, very good. Can you think of
another one, Juan?

C1 Cough.

T What?

C1 Cough.

T What are you talkin' about. I don't
know the girl.

C1 Cough.

T Will you give me a sentence? I don't
know what you're talkin' about.

C
1

I'm coughing all day.

T Can you write that on the board, because
I Still don't understand it.

T No, I want you to just write your word,
'cause I don't understand it. I don't
really know what it is. Maybe we'll
have to get a dictionary. All right,
in the meantime, I want you to think of
c-h words, OK?

T Are you sayin' cloth or coth?

C1 Cough.

T What does it mean?

C1 I'm coughing.

T No, you're thinking about cloth. There
is a word that's 'cloth.' Do you know
what 'cloth' means? Do you have any
idea; Icloth,"cloth., What do you
think it moans? Cloth is what you wipe
the table with and dust with. Would you
pLease go get the dictionary. Fight
with it, and find c-I, it's c-I-o-p-11,
little boy. That's good, that was a
very good try. ALI right, now I want
c-h words, Demetria.
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T Thank you boys, for your help. All
right, now would you read, nice and loud
-- Thank you, baby.

Cl

T

C

T

C

1

1

'Mother bought some pretty c'oth.'

Come on out with the c-1. What does
the c-1 say?

'Mother bought some pretty cloth.'

Right. Now, do you know what cloth is?

Some material.

T Right. Now, do you understand the
word, cloth?

C1 Yes.

T All right. Can you spell the word
'cloth?' Come on, spell it, spell it.

C1 C-l-o-t, t-h.

T Say the word.

C1 Cloth.

T Again, spell it again, nice and loud.

C1 C-1-o-t-h, cloth.

T Right, very good. That word belongs to
you, now. Put the dictionary away.
Good, All right, chair. Look at me.

It seems likely that the child really meant "cough"

since he had used the word in the sentence, "I'm

coughing all day," a context where "cloth(ing)" would

not appear. By the end of the episode the teacher had

convinced the child that his word was actually "cloth."

Another semantic conflict which resulted from

dialect pronunciation occurred in Episode 58. The

7
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teacher hoard "story" pronounced "starry" and asked,

"This word?" So the child changed the word to store.

After tho word was repeated seven times, the child

sounded annoyod when he said, "First I said story,

then you ask' me that word again." It Look several

minutes to clarify the alternatives store, starry and

story. Tho initial roading of the sontence, "Why do

you think John not afraid in the ondin', end of the

story?" was semantically clear to tho children. It

becamo uncloar when the teacher focused on a variant

pronunciation.

Grammatical conflict. Thero wero six episodes

found to illustrate grammatical conflict. Thoso

occurred only during oral reading or during a formal

losson. The only catogory for which there wero no

interferonce episodes was number 1.4, which refers to

a toachor correcting grammar during a spontaneous

conversation. During instructional speech and oral

reading, corroctions did occur.

In Episode 67 a child was already having a

very difficult time roading whon the teacher corroctod

an ending sound which she considered important from a

Grammatical point of view. Tho child had mado Ih

attacks on the words "frightens" while reading the

sentonco, "The train frightens the deer," when the

teacher said:
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T Again.

CI fri, fright, frighten.'

T Again.

CI 'Fright, frightened --

T Again.

CI -- frightened, frightened --

T Put the ending on it.

CI the door.'

T What's this?

CI 'Fright, frighten.'

T Put the ending on it; there's an ending.

CI 'Frightens --

When the child finally read the word "frightens.,"

substituting an -ed ending, the teacher directed him

to "Put the ending on it." The child put the ending

on the sentence rather than replacing the ending on

the word "frightens." Later, when asked to read the

whole sentence, the child reverted to the dialect form,

"The train frighten the deer." The correction did not

change the child's system for handling final -s.

In Episode 17, the children wore seated around

a large table constructing sentences to show they

understood words printed on cards. The teacher's

attempt to elicit a grammatically acceptable rendering

of "A boy win a race" resulted in a new example of how

to use the word "win."
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CLASS 'win.'

T Who can give one a sentence with 'win?'
Lionel?

C1 A boy win a race.

T A boy win a race?

C, I know teacher.

C3 1 know toacher.

1' Hmm, that sounds --

Ch Teacher, I know one.

T -- Can you say that a little better, so it
sounds -- I understand what you mean, but
ErndaLyn, what, how would you say that?

C_ The win' blew the hat off my frier' head.

T OK, that's what 'win' sounds like, huh.
But this is the kind of 'win' when we,
when you beat somebody else, when you
win a race, OK? The other word, I'll
show you how it's spelled. What word is
this, Erndalyn? (Teacher writes 'win' and
'wind,') OK? And this is the kind of 'win'
that we're talking about. This has a --

C ID. II

T What's on the end?

C6 A silent 'd.'

T A 'd.' It's hard to hear.

C 6,7 It's a silent 'd'!

T Well, it's not really, really silent, but
it's just really hard to hear. It's there.
Sometimes we can say it so we can hear it.
Can you hear the name of it? Did you hear
the 'd, then? And we usually, sometimes we
usually don't say it, but it's there, so
Erndalyn, what does this, make a sentence
with this kind of 'win.'

7`
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C_ I, I, I mean, I, I can win th' race.
win the race.

C7 i know.

How about, 'I will win the race'? OK?

C, I will win the race.

T OK, pretty good. OK, this one.

This example is of particular interest as the

teacher had attended lectures on dialect differences

and was following a recommendation to correct gramma-

tical divergence and point out phonological alternates.

A simple grammatical correction resulted in

confusion. A child replaced "win" with "wind" when

the teacher did not accept the first sentence.

When asked the final consonant which distin-

guishes "wind," children chanted in an exaggerated

didactic tone, "It's a silent 'd'! The newly invented

designation seemed to fluster the teacher: "Sometimes

we say it so we can hear it. . . . And we usually,

sometimes we usually don't say it, but it's there.

. ." The child was also confused: "I, I, I moan, I

I can in thl race. I win the race."

The last sentence is grammatically similar to

the original ono: "A boy win a race." This time the

teacher suggests an alternate form, "I will win the

race," but the reason ma) not be clear to the child.

In each or the six cases of grammatical inter-

ference, the teacher called attention to grammatical
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divergence. The meaning of what was read or said was

clear to the child and to the teacher. Calling atten-

tion to speech differences diverted the focus from

reading. rn addition, the grammatical divorgonce was

not explicitly or successfully dealt with. There was

clue that something was wrong: "Can you say that a

little bit better?", but what was wrong was not mado

clear. It seems likely that children who are frequently

loft with the fooling that their performance is only

"pretty good" develop a resistance to participating.

The same child who was told, "Look at my tongue, they,"

in Episode 17, was cajoled to spook in Episode 50,

"This one, Lionel. This way, Lionot. Como on, you're

right here. Hurry up . . . Get your finger out of your

mouth." It seemed that grammatical conflict could lead

to affoctivo, as well as cognitive problems.

Functional Conflict

Episodes where the functions of language were

at odds but no specific dialect form was the focus were

labeled functional interference episodes. Functional

interforonco occurred either when teachers did not

listen carefully to children, as if they were interested

only in a correct answer and did not expect to hoar it,

or when children did not attend to the losson, as if

they gave up on its making sense or being of interest.

Inappropriate reading materials contributed to
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functional conflict of both typos.

Toachers alienated from childron. In sonic

episodos, the teachor scorned to ask by hor tone of

voice and gesture, "How could you possibly not know

that!" In the midst of a discussion of a story about

a iamb and a calf in Episode 72, the teacher asked,

"How many of you havo soon a meadow?" Whon no hands

were raised, tho toachor added, "First of all, what is

a meadow?" The teachor seemod to imply that childron

who did not know what a moadow was must bo very

ignorant.

Episode Oh took place during a discussion of

tho same story: "By and by Littlo Lamb saw somothing.

'What aro you?' said Little Lamb. 'You are littio but

not too little. You havo long, long logs. Why are you

hore in my meadow?'"

T OK. What does 'by and by' moan?

C, It moan goin' bye an' byo.

C
3

Uh-uh. It mean you wa' bye to oach
othor.

T You what? You what?

C
1

You buy oach other!

C
3

You d' hoar who' I was sayin', I --

T All right, what doos by and by mean?
What did you say, Melvin?

C, I3yo to oach other?

T Saying byo to each other? 'By and by
Little Lamb
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C
3

He not --, he just sayin' he knew.

By and by; you still haven't told me.
Use some other words to tell me what 'by
and by' means. Tholma, do you know
what 'by and by' means?

(Sings.) Buy an' byo-bye. (Altornato
spelling, Byo-by.)

T OK. This is not tho byo you say when
you wavo goodbyo to somebody. That
kind of 'byo' is b-y-o, OK? This is a
difforent kind of 'by.' It just means,
after some timo, Littlo Lamb saw somo-
thing.

The childron played with the word, "You buy

oach othor!" and chanted "Buy an' byo-byo," which was

cortainL more engaging than tho story. Tho matorials

and instruction in somo classrooms did not soom to

build on what childron know; instead, childron wore

provented with unfamiliar and unintorosting material.

In Episodo 21, the toachor ovaromphasized a

sound to tho oxtont that she did not notico a correct

rosponso.

T You wanta go holp hor? Show hor tho'
word, first. OK, now, what lettor
begins tho word, 'saw,' Darlono? You
havo to use --

C

T

C

T

C

1

1

'H.'

No, saw, "Sss.' (Hisses sound.)

(Says Lottor) 's.'

What lotters begin tho word, Issaw?'

(Ropeats lotter) 's.'
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T

Cl

T

'Sss."H' begins tho word he. But I'm
talking about the word, 'saw,' ss-aw.
What letter is that?

'S.'

OK. Tho Jotter 's,' 'sss.'

It seems as if tho teachor had bocome accustomed

to having difficulty gotting Black children to rocognizo

sounds so she pronouncod thom omphaticaily, ovon dis-

torting hor spooch. Tho child had givon a corroct

rosponso twico when the teachor again hissod the "s"

sound. Tho third time tho child gavo tho corroct

answer, the teacher heard it. This could bo discouraging

and alienating.

In Episodo 73, tho task was to circlo a picture

of a girl with curls. Whon a littlo girl in an all

Black class, woaring an Afro hair-do had difficulty with

this itom, tho toachor docidod she was tirod. It soornod

likoly that the word "curls" was simply not familiar

to tho littlo Black girl, who approached tho teachor

Wico to oxplain her answor. But tho teachor said,

"I know, but that's OK. You corroct that and thon stop;

then you read in a library book." The teachor then

turned hor attontion to anothor child.

Children alienated from toachers and matorials.

Printod materials roprosonting standard English with

closo sound-symLul corrospondonco soomed Lo bo a source

of functional conflict for Black children, even if they
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were understood. ITA materials were used in

Episode 42.

T Very geed. OK, there's a little bit
more; you finish it, Randy.

C, OK, but I wanna go home.

T You read it.

C
I

'Happy --

T Here.

C
I

'"Here is it --

No, look at the word, Randy, don't just
guess. '"Hero y

C
1

-- you is, are," said father.'

The teacher's reminder to "Look at the word,

don't just guess," is an indication that the child was

not involved in the task. The standard English

phonetic materials may have been part of the reason.

Moro serious were episodes in which children seemed to

give up on the principal of printed symbols having

meaning.

In Episode 00, a child decoded symbols, saying

disjointed sounds. fho same child, however, might road

a book that was loss difficult for him with ease.

Children in some classrooms were given a considerable

amount or time for independent stud).. Samples of

"reading" were taken as children worked aloud. In

Episode el a child reported that she was "Sayin' the

sounds" when asked what she was doing with word cards.
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Since the children were not interactin6 with a teacher,

the investigator asked several comprohenston questions.

A child was unable to identify "light" or "feet,"

which she had accurateLy de'coded. Asked to point to a

"light," the child led the investigator to a sound

card over the bLackboard wmt. listed the "igh" sound.

Tho orientation of the ch..) seemed to be toward

decoding "word sounds" without pror.ssing their meanings.

This type of episode occurred only uhero sound-symbol

correspondence was emphasized in a structured minimal-

variation, standard English program.

Verbal play was used as a diversionary device

in Episode 5. While reading words on the board,

several children began chanting "down- house." The

teacher wrote tho words, which were shaped very siiiii-

tarty in the initial teaching alphabet. "Down-house,

down-house," the chant continued until the teacher

changed the activity.

T We'll do these three more, and then we'll
get our books out.

C4 (Reading 'BACK'.) OK. 'HELP, BLACK,
BLACK.'

C_ Ha ha ha.

T No, that's close, Mario. 'Black would
be like this. (Writes it.)

Cl

But this doesn't have the '11', -sound in
it.

Oh, they Black, huh?
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Ci It's 'white.'

T So it's just --

C 'BACK!'

That's-x4ght, Randy.

'13ACK,"BACK.'
29)

C1 Down-house, down-house, clown- house,
down-house, down-house, down-house --

OK. Well I guess you'll --

C -- down-house --

-- remember that from before --

T,C, '-- down-house --

C2 -- hOuse, down-house --

C11 -- down-house, down-house, down-house,
down --

71

T So I'll Leave your points up hero. Come
and sit at this table.

Unfamiliar words seemed to be the problem in

six episodes. hi Episode 46, "feast" was pronounced

"fist"; in Episodes 47 and 68, "bugle" as "brugle."

The mbspronenciationt. 1%ere treated as decoding problems

when actually difficulties seemed to persist because

the moaning of words was not clear.

There are many factors which are not related to

dialect which could help explain these functional

conflict episodes. They seem, however, to be related

to cultural differences between speakers of Black

dialect and standard English. Some of the structual

interference episodes imolved functional conflict, but
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even in these the functional conflict, or alienation

of teachers and children, mad have been the most

significant factor in interrupting learning.

Occurrence of Toacher Accommodation

The focal point of an accommodation episode

might be identical with that in an interference cate-

gory, but the teacher's handling of the situation would

be different.

In Episode 55, the teacher presented a numbor

of unfamiliar words, distinguishing them by spoiling

and moaning. Words such as par, part, and park; car,

card, and cart could easily be confused by childron

who might not attend to word endings. Teaching those

distinctions was considered an accommodation episodo

because possible structural conflict was dealt with

diroctly and prevented.

Teachers' efforts at-proventing functional

conflict wero also considered accommoda.Lion episodes.

In Episodo 13, tho teachor used a chanting, rhythmic

intonation.

T All right, come on lot's do some
thinkin'. Why, how can you say that
this voice is boautiful if you can't --
don't got on that, get . . . back,
honey; don't get on that. (Child
stopping on microphone cord.) 110W CAN
YOU SAY! WHAT DO YOU MEAN! WHAT DO
YOU THINK? You can't see the voice,
can you?

CLASS No.
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T I CAN SAY LINDA'S BEAUTIFUL, CAN'T I?

CLASS Yes.

WHY CAN I SAY LT?

C_ 'Cause you can see tier.

T BECAUSE I CAN SEE HER, RIGHT. ALL
RIGHT, CAN YOU SEE A VOICE?

CLASS No!

WHERE IS THE VOICE, CAN YOU SEE IT?

CLASS No!

T

73

Well, what do you mean when you say,
a most beautiful voice. Now I want you
to tell me what you think. What do you
think, Linda?

C6 thihk you hear a voice.

T And that's why you call it 'beautiful?'

C
6

Yes.

All right. That's a good thought. Shut
your big mouth before I put my fist in
it. What do you think, Shelley?

Tho teacher called upon each child and acknowl-

edged hor rosponso. When it was time to continue

roading every child was waving tier hand, eagerly hoping

to be called upon. Tho teacher's threat, "Shut your

big mouth before I put my fist in it," was understood

as playful, though no one interrupted again. This mode

of toaching, combining unrelenting pressuro to work

with continuous support, would probably be effective

with children from most cultural 1.ackgrouuds. But it

seemod ospectally effoctivo with this group, whore the

8
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Black children appeared to be Nory comfortable with the

particular combination of artful play, threats, demands

and warmth.

Grouping Teachers

Both raters, the investigator and tho second

classroom obsorver, independently rated the 14 teachers

on accommodation and interference. The ratings were

based on overall impressions of the roading instruction

observod. Tho criterion for rating was whother the

teacher was better described by the accommodation or

the intorforonco opisodo categories. Eleven of the

toachors clearly foil into one group or the other.

Othors, in tho middle range, wero contrasted with one

another and rank ordered, and divided into two equal

groups. Tho resulting lists of the two indopondont

rotors agreed in every caso as to which catogory a

toachor fell into. It was the impression of both

rotors, however, that the middle range teachers wore

difficult to placo in two discrote groups. Table 2

shows the division of teachers into accommodation and

intorforonco groups.

Although the episodes vary considorably In

longth, impact and kind, it seemed roasonable to expect

a majority of the accommodation episodos to occur in

classrooms of teachers with that overall rating.

Toachor rating did match 60 of tho 73 episodos.
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Table 2

Summary of Teacher Ratings: Accommodation
and Interference Groups

Accommodation
Rating Cloarly
A..ro riato

Rating not Clear;
Rank Ordered and

Divided

Interference
Rating Clearly
A ro Hate

*Each letter represents one teacher.
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Table 3 shows the distribution of episodes by teacher

groups.

Analysis of Reading and Dialect Scores
for Accommodation and Interference Groups

The analysis included tests of homogeneity of

regression and multivariate analysis of variance on

reading and dialect scores.

Regression Analysis

A test of homogeneity of regression or paral-

lelism was performed to determine whether the relation-

ship between dialect and reading scores differed for

children in accommodation and interference groups.

Hypothesis 4 may be stated that the regression lines

have equal slopes and that dialect has no effect on

reading. Children with higher dialect scores should

fare better with accommodating teachers than with

teachers who do not prevent or successfully deal with

dialect interference, while children with lower dialect

scores would have similar reading scores.

The analysis of variance table for the Test of

Homogeneity of Regression is shown in Table 4. Since

F = .03 is less than F1,204 (.95) = 3.811, the hypothesis

of equal slopes is not rejected. The regression lines

for accommodation and interference groups are parallel,

indicating that within both teaching groups dialect

scores had a uniform relationship with reading scores.
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Table 3

Correspondence of Episodes and Teacher Ratings
on Accommodation and Interference

"Isk-

Epiz'ode

IYPe

Accommodation

fnterference

Teacher Rating

Accommodation Interference

47 7

39

9 0
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Table 4
.

Analysi's of Variance for Parallelism of
'Regression: Accommodation and

Interference Groups

Source df MS F

Slope

Parallelism

Residual

1

I

204

3567.65

1.49

47.46

75.18*

.0314

*p < .05
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The test for effects of dialect on reading is

given by F = 75.17; the hypothesis of no effects is

rujucted. Reading and ddalect scores here correlated,

.42 for the Accommodation Group and .46 foe the Inter-

ference Group, as indicated in Tables 5 and 6 (Appendix

D).

`Analysis of Variance

Since the regression analysis indicated that

thorn was no interaction between reading and dialect

for accommodation and interference groups, an analysis

of variance could be performed to test Hypothesis 5,

that there were no differences in dialect and reading

scores for different teacher groups. The results,

shown in Tables 7 and 8, indicate that neither reading

nor dialect scores were significantly different for the

two groups. Moan reading scores were 25.26 for the

accommodation group and 22.89 for the interference

group; moan dialect scores wore 17.0 for the accanno-

dation group and 17.51 for tho interference group.

Figure 1 summarizes reading and dialect scores for

accommodation and interference groups. Dividing

teachers into accommodation and interference groups did

not prove effective fur finding differences in dialect

and reading scores. Hypothesis 3, that accommodation

of instruction is associated with differences in reading

and dialect score moans, cannot be rejected.

9 2
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I

Table 7

Analysis of Variance for Reading Groups:
Accommodation and Interference Groups

Source (I f MS F

Duo to
regression

Deviation about
regression

1

206

390.36

91.05

3.19
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Table 8

Analysis of Variance for Dialect Scores:
Accommodation and Interference Groups

Source df MS F

Due to regres-
sion I 11.80 .17

Deviation about
regression 206 69.61

9 4.
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Six Teaching Styles

After observing to classrooms, it was clear

that episodes from a single teacher wore not distributed

evenly across the acc.unnodation or intetierence category

List. The List was prepared in order to give teachers

ratings in (wet} category, but situations did not ariso

during observation to make such ratings possible.

Certain teachers were more like each other, as if they

shared an emphasis or style.

Teachers were grouped and compared to determine

what distinguished them, then regrouped until the groups

seemed coherent. Iht, episodes and respective episode

categories of each teacher were then listed and com-

pared. Sets of episode categories unique to teachers

within each group were identified. No teacher from

one group had the same cluster of episode categories as

all the teachers tn another group. Each group of

teachers had a style, described by characteristic

behaviors. Categortzation of Episodes is related to

teacher style in Appendix F (Table 23). The second

classroom obsuivet had not participated in the develop-

ment of teacher style descriptions. Given the list of

episode categories for the teaching styles, the second

obseiver independently placed the teachers in the six

groups. The resulting list agreed in every case with

the investigator's list. rho six groups are described

be

9
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Group 1. Vocabulary Emphasis

Teachers who used a vocabulary emphasis seemed

aware that man) words used in instructional materials

require explanation. Teachers from other groups also

explained words but not to the same extent as teachers

in this group. Episode 13 is one example of how a

teacher made sure that children understood the meanings

of words before requiring them to complete a workbook

lesson on compound words. [Episode 3.3A (Accmmuoda-

tionn

C1 'Fireboat.'

Fireboat, and mail and box.

C1 'Fireboat,' wha's a fireboa'?

T Do you know, 'cause we have them out
here in the water, on the bay.

C1 It's a sh'; it's a sh'.

What do you suppose a fireboat'd be for?

C
2

IT a ship catch on fire, the fireboat'd
put it out, the fire out.

It's out on the water, and it has hoses
an' it's like a firotruck, only it's a
what?

C
3

Fireboat.

C, 'Mai L.'

C1, 'Mailbox.'

How many people got, used the mailbox?
D'you, any of you over?

.,'mot.,

9 7
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I do, we had a real mailbox but we had
to take it off 'cause we had two
mailboxes. We have to go in my mother's
closet to get the mail.

T You had to go in your mother's what?

Ctt Closet to get the mail.

C
5

(Laughs.)

Th-they put the mail slot into your
mother's coat closet, in your house?
Why'd you have to go in the coat
closet?

C4 I 'on' know, 'cause we had two mailboxes,
an' one, one you just take the mail
out but this one you have to p-put
the mail in, slip the mail in 'ere an',
then it comes out from my mother's
closet.

T I was right, I didn't think it really
was, but it was.

T and (Laughs.)
C
5

T That would be interesting: Phope it
doesn't get lost among the clothes.
You over lose any letters that way?

T No? (Laughs.) Neater than my closet,
then. Who can read the first sentence?
Denise.

No, shsh, Danny's turn.

C
7

'A mailbox is on the next corner.'

C
8

I wanna read it.

C9 I know.

0 8
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C
10

Can I?

T No, you had t turn. Keisha?

(.7,1 'There are two beds in that bodroom.'

Good. Two beds and a letterbox.

C_ Letterbox!

T and (Laughs.)
CLASS

The teacher uas open to questions and used clues

to which the children responded. Near the end of the

episode, children seemed to have no difficulty using the

compound words in sentences.

Episode 33 illustrates hou teachers with a

vocabulary emphasis distinguished dialect homonyms.

[Episode Category 4.2A] When a child read, "Par, like

you par' your car," the teacher explained "par" in golf,

and distinguished it from part and party. ChiLdren

became confused over cars, cards and cart.

You've got 'c' that comes before 'a'.

T OK, something that someone at your house
might play.

C1 'Car'.'

T Card game, a card game.

C,, Cars, we play cars.

Cards, ii it had an is' --

C,, We play cars.

OK.
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It's the same thing; Oh! 'Cart.'

C,4
'Cart.'

1 Very good, cart.

C
3

thought that was card.

Could you make me a sentence about a
cart? Not a 'D'; can you make a lower
case 'd'? Can you make a sentence
about a cart?

C, She's fattin' off the cart.

T Can you make a sentence about a cart?
We have one, almost, in this room; I
think the tutor set we could almost call
a cart, a cart. Another kind of a cart
that a pony might pull. You know about
that kind? A clog cart, a pony cart;
,:omo places they have races with clogs
pulling carts, sort of like a little
wagon.

Children also distinguished dark and dart, matching

words with pictures.

You look again.

'Duck.'

What did T say that this part has to be?

C1 'Ar,' dar.'

Cti 'Dark.'

When does it get --

Dark, dark.

When does it get dark?

Cl Twelve o'clock.

OK, and what other word could you say.
It gets dark in tho
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C, It get dark at night.

T OK, let's try one more. We've got so
many here.

C
6

'Dar, dart.'

T Very good, Keith.

C
6

That's one of them things you throw. I
got one of them in my mother drawer.

T Do you have darts?

C
6

No, I jus' got one, I, they do things,
they dang'rous.

T Yes, they are, because they could get on
somebody's --

C7 Eye.

T Eye, mouth, nose, any place. They could
hurt you badly. OK --

Other typos of episodes were observed in class-

rooms of teachers with a vocabulary emphasis, but no

teacher from another group had episodes in both

categories described.

Grout. Decoding Emphasis

fhe Decoding Emphasis was observed in classrooms

where special reading materials were used to es,,ablish

sound-symbol correspondence. In Episode '11, the teacher

helped children "sound out" words rather than

discouraging decoding by telling children words or

pointing to pictures as clues. Children consistently

depended on printed symbols rather than extraneous

clues to road words. [Episode Category 3.24
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ALI right, you put a sound in there.

C
I

'Piing it in the c-1-ah-z-et.'

T You know what that is?

C 'C-l-ah-z-it.'

T When you put it all together do you
get anything?

Closet.

T Right.

C
I

'F-on-nn-i-n-th.'

You know why, it's not, 'th,' it's the
other one.

C
I

T It' . not like thumb, it's the other one;
it's the other one.

'Th.'

T No, it's like what?

T No, it's not like thumb, it's like what?
Thumb goes this way (writes h), but
that's not yours; yours goes this way
(writes th), so which one is that? Look
in back of you.

C
I

'Th.'

'Thz.'

'Thz.'

T 'Thz,' can you say it that way?

C
I

'Thz.'

'Thz,' OK, right, now, now try it. Sh,
wait a minute.

OK, what would it be; can you put it
together?
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C1 'Th-i-z.'

T No, that didn't come out right; who can
help him? All right, Kenny. Audrey,
what about it?

C
2

Then?

Then. Good girl.

C1 Then.

T Then. Right.

C1 'Then, it --

A second characteristic of the Decoding Emphasis

was presentation of isolated standard English sounds

for identification. In Episode 35 children attempted to

identify vowel sounds in words. [Episode Category 3.1

I (Intorforence))

T Wait a minute, wait, wait to do it.
Tammy, watchoo call this, over here?
11mm? (Points to picture of a chain.)

C
2

Mm-mm-mm. (The 'I don't know' hum.)

T Well, don't write a sound when you don't
know what to call it. It's a chain,
OK? Right. And what sound do you need
to write?

C2 X.

T Good, yoah, right. Change that thing,
Tammy.

C
2

I changed it..

T What is this? (Points to picture of a
bed.)
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C3 A bayed.

T OK, what's the vowel sound in bed?

C
3

'71.,

T No, that would be bade, booed. What
comes right after the 'b' in bed?

C
3

'E?'

T Right. Now write all the words that
have the 'el sound.

In the first section Tammy guessed at an answer

bolore identifying the chain; in the second section the

teacher did not notice why a child was confused about

the vowel associated with a picture of a bed. In

dialect the vowel in "bayed" sounded like "a."

While reading, children taught with a Decoding

Emphasis seemed to produce sounds without comprehending

the words they read. In Episode 60, the child's

reading was choppy and disjointed. [Episode Category

.3I3

C 'R-i-de, ride the r- t- h -ah -r -ern. I'll,
I'll s-we f-i-n-d a s-t-r-au-ai-m.'

The materials used for reading may have con-

tributed to the choppy, stilted reading [Episode Cate-

gory 5.2T) Episode 67, in which a child made 16

attempts to read "frightens," contrasts sharply with

Episode 63, from another type of classroom. The rhythm

of the story seemed to encourage fluent reading:
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C '(Hcre comes) a dog across the track.
Blow the whistle, toll the dog to go
back, while the little black train goes
down the track. Blows the whistle, then
lel

'Cl --

C
I

clicky-clack

T and -- clickoty --
CI

CI -- clack, clickoty-clack.'

T Thank you, Bryant. You read very nice.
Now who's in our way, Carolyn? Huh, who

C2 A cow.

An' what does a cow say?

C) 'Moo-oo-oo. Here comes a cow across the
tra'. Blow the whistle, toll the cow
to go back, whilo the black train
goes down the tra'. Blow his whistle)
the clickoty-clack, clickoty- clack,
clickoty-clack, clickoty-clack.'

The teachers who used a Decoding approach

emphasized sound - symbol correspondence, somotimos at

the expense of meaningful reading. Children in these

classrooms did loss uild guessing than other children.

But nnfortunatoly the matorials used represented

standard English, or British English, phonetically

rather than representing dialect. Children sometimes

road aloud without knowing what the words meant. They

could perform the task of decoding without really

reading.
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Group I. Standard Pronunciation Emphasis

Another approach to reading used with dialect-

speaking childr-at seemed to be based on the assumption

that the childron must learn standard phonology as a

basis for learning to read. Some teachers punctuated

teaching with regular requests that children repeat

instructional responsos. [Episode 2.113

Toll mo the sound you hear at the
beginning and the sound you hear at the
end. (Shows pictures.)

CLASS Ham. H-m.

Who hunts a hard one? Janet, I have a
'ship.'

1

It bogin with a --

T Begins with a, lot's say it for her.

CLASS Ship.

Cl It ands with a 'b.'

T What would it sound like if it ended
with a 'b'? Shib. What does it end
with?

CLASS 'P.'

Say it.

CLASS Shit.

T (Shows a picture of a web.)

CLASS Web.

C. It end with a 'b.'

It ends with a 'b,' say it.

C, It ends with a 'b.'

1
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(Shows a picture ut a pencil.)

CLASS Pencil.

1
It bogin with a 'P.'

It begins with a 'P.'

C
3

And it and with an

(Shows a picture or meat.)

CLASS Moat.

It's not mu'. It's hard to hoar the
end sound but you really have to listen
for it. It ends with a 't' if you say
it that way. If you don't say it that
way it ends with an 'e.'

I What story did you road for homework?

Who Like Ice Cream.'

'Who Like' or 'Who Likes'?

'Who Likes.'

C. The truck stop.

what's that?

C. Thu truck stops.

In these classrooms, cousiderablo attention was

dot oted to changing langtsago patty: us; the corrections

were irrelevant to th task at hand. Children spoke

slowly and deliberately, sometimes in a stilted

1,r hItntl.

How would you describe that man?

C Ho is lat.

6 1.
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Children sometimes distorted words by over-

stressing endings, as when the) said "want t" for "want."

The) also became confused about whether corrections

dealt with eontent or form, as in Episode 17, where

"A bo) win a race," was changed to "Tire win blew ew the

hat off of my frien, head."

Similarly, during oral reading, the teacher

often interpreted dialect pronunciations us reading

errors. [Episode Categer) 1.112

C. Don look down.

Ho what?

C. looks.

14
He see the --

T He what?

Sees.

Episede 11 illustrates how another teacher

omphaNized Statolard Pronunciation during an oral

reading 10:.04tal.

What're )en 5.1)ingf honey?

Walk.

Say that one mere time.

C1 He is asting the bird to walk.

1' All right, asking, say that for me.

CLASS As-king.
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Liston to Ms. X, as-king. Do it.

CLASS As-king.

Very good. ALI right.

'With.'

Blow, Bridget, bLow.

C 'What --

1' Very good. Com'on everybody, blow.

CLASS 'What --

T I didn't hear the ending.

CLASS 'What --

T Again, blow first.

CLASS 'What --

T What's the word; remember, you have to
blow on your wheel sound. Go on.

C2 'What --

C3 -- do --

C3 'What did litt-Le duck see?'

T Very good. Do it again, Bridget, please.

c
2,3

'What did little duck see?'

T All right, class, read that and remember
your endings.

CLASS 'What did littlo duck see?'

T What.

CLASS 'What did littLe cluck see?'

T I still didn't hear this sad little 't'.

CLASS 'What did--what did-- what --

T What.

1:19
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T and 'What did little duck seo?'
CLASS

OK, very good.

Strossing ending sounds to some oxtont could

probably help some Black childron learn to read. But

tho continual interruption of the task at hand, which

uas purportedly reading, not speoch correction, seemod

unnecessary and distracting.

Group 4. White Liberal Approach

Teachers in this group encouraged dialect use

by occasionally using it themselves, by accepting

dialoct pronunciation and by using the children's own

writing in dialoct during reading instruction.

Some Whito Liberal teachers imitated Black

children's intonation briofly, as in Episode 12.

C
3

I'm right hdro.

T Huh? What pago? What page are wo
supposed to be reading orally?

4
'on't know.

T You 'on' know? (Dialect intonation)

'Scott Street.'
5

'Treasure Hunt,' did we evor road --

C
5

'Scott Street.'

Didn't we over read --

C
6

wanna road ' Treasure Hunt,' I love
'Treasure Hunt.'

T You do lovo it, huh? What pago is it
(Dialoct intonation)
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on, David? It's on page 29.

C6 Right here.

T OK. David's gonna start.

C
6

'Dilly want --

T -- Lod, Led.

C
6

-- wanted a dog. Billy as' his mother
for a dog.'

"You do love it, huh," was pronounced with a

syncopated stress and pitch similar to that of the

children. "What page is it on, David," immediately

shifted to standard English. The two sentences serve

different functions; the first, rapport and the second,

focusing on the task.

The "White-Liberal" teachers seemed to have a

more open environment in their classrooms. In discus-

sions, children participated eagerly, freely using

dialect, which the teacher accepted. (Episode 2.14

C1 Cr-crust. Crust.

T OK, read the whole sentence.

C1 There is a crus' on something here.

Which thing has a crust on it? Do you
know what a crust is? OK.

C1 (Started to circle a picture of apples.)

A crust is the brown part of something.
And bread crust, you know how some chil-
dren eat the inside of the sandwich and
they throw away the outside; they don't
like the brown part? Have you seen
somebody do that?

1 1 1
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C
I

Yeah.

T Well, that part they don't like is the
crust. The brown part on the bread,
around the edge. What else has a crust
on it? You ever eat fried chicken?

C1 (Nods.)

T All right. You know how it has that
brown part on the outside, that's so
crunchy? That's the crust.

I like dat part. That's the skeo-in.

T No, the skin is under the crust. The
skin is sort of a yellowish color. It's
chewy.

C
1

Mx. X, when my, when I had, when I had,
when I got my leg cut right here, I
saw my meat on the inside. It white.

T It was? (Laughs.) White meat, huh
(laughs), not dark meat.

T You know, I, frog legs aro white meat,
too.

C
1

(Laughs.)

I was so surprised when I --

C
1

(Laughs again.)

T -- I, once I, had to cut up a frog in
science class, and a, I was very sur-
prised that the, you know, the muscles
were white. You didn't do this sentence.

The teacher entered into a friendly interchange

with the child. During one observation period, the

teacher and children read from a joke book. Children

used dialect without self-consciousness.

Teachers in the White-Liberal group also
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affirmed dialect use by including Black children's

notes and stories in reading, without correcting

dialect features incorporated in the writing. In one

classroom a boy constructed sentences, writing them on

the blackboard. The teacher provided help only when

asked. (Episode Category 5.1A)

C
1

Writes: 'I like my granmothes because
she les me -- (Hesitates, looks at
teacher.)

T Let's you what?

C
1

Have. (pauses.)

T Do you know how to spell it?

C
1

No.

T H- a -v -o.

C
1

Writes: -- have a dollar.

The purpose of the activity seems to be fluent

reading and writing. Aftor it, was read, the sentence

was erased from the blackboard. Children's valentines

woro also posted on tho bulletin board:

"I like Mary and Tina because they is
good"

"I like my best friend and ho like me.
Ralph Willie"

Other first graders' stories were deliberately

uncorrected and posted:

"1 wont to the cemetary. Wo put flowers
over my grandmother grave. Ralph."
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"I went swimming at Defremery Park and
my brother push me in the water and I
swim in six feet."

Children here able to lead and reread their stories,

apparently with satisfaction. Their own writing

accurately represented their speach in a way a linguist

probably could not.

I went over my cousin saturday and
monday I went on a barbeque picnic at
the park and we had some fun and it
was a lot of fight but I didn't pay know
attention but then I got in to a fight
with a girl because I was giting some
water and then she push me away from the
water fountain and then I beat her up
and then she went to git her sister but
that didn't hurt me at all. Theresa

The White Liberal teachers seemed accepting of

children's language, and of the children themselves.

Another characteristic of White Liberal teachers was

that they gave auditory discrimination training, as-

suring that children correctly identified dialect

homonyms. [Episode 3.1A)

T Take.

C
1

Take.

T Can you spell that word?

T and T- a -k -o.

CLASS

T Take.

C,, Better come on.
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C,3 Lake.

T No, it starts like 'cat,' and it has an
'a' like cat --

C11 Kill.

1' -- but the ending is different, isn't it?

c_ Cake, Ms. X.

C
6

Make, make, Ms. X, make.

T All right, how would you write 'make?"

C7 M-a-y.

No, make.

C7 M-a-k-e, m-a-k-e.

Good for you, Yvette. Did you get that,
Rodney?

CS M-a-k-e.

Make, take, rake; that about 'bake?'

CLASS D-r-

D-Da-a --

C9 D-a --

C7 I know, I know, Ms. X. I know, Ms. X --

C9 k-e.

C7 know, Ms. Y.

Good for you

C
1

You copied, you looked off of them.

13 -Ba, what would it be?

C
12

bike you bake some thin', Ms. X.

C7 Ms. X, Ms. X, Ms. X, lake.

Yes, I'm tonna, all right, how would you
spell '!Lake ?'
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Group 5. Black Artful Approach

Teachers with the Black Artful approach would,

on the surface, seem similar to the White Liberal

teachers. Both had considerable rapport with the

children and seemed to understand and accept them. But

the Black Artful group used Black speech fluently,

directly involving the children in Learning reading

rather than to establish rapport as an intermediate

step. The Label Black Artful is used to describe

teaching whit.h incorporatps a form of rhythmic play

unique with Black dialect speakers. Lt is not the

surface featutes of phonology or grammar that are

important, but the rapid interplay with intonation and

gesture familiar to Black children as one of the art

forms of Black culture.

Very low teachers were sufficiently fluent in

dialect to enter into extended verbal play with the

children. [Episode Category I. IA] While learning some

of the words from "The House That Jack Built," the

children ongaged in ritual insult on "the man, all

tattered and torn."

T She met a boy, and this is the man all
tattered and --

ALL -- torn.

T Hero's another word, is 'tattered.'

'1' and 'Tattered.'
CLASS
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T IV you have on clothes that are all
tattered, what do they look like?

CLASS Ragged. Raggell..

T Wait, wait. One person, whatchoo say?

C. Raggelly.

T Raggelly.

C
3

Teacher!

4
They torn, they torn up.

C2,3 They got, they got --

T They got what?

Cli -- they got holes in 'em.

T OK. Anything you wanta say, Melinda?

C
5

And dey have, dey have -- all the shoe
are raggy too.

T Shoes are raggy --

C
2,3 An' clothes.

Wait just a minute.

c4 His (clothes) are raggelly, and his pants
are raggelly, and a, his --

C
6

know.

Cjt -- hat is raggelly.

C
6

1 know.

C, -- and his shirt is raggelly.
)

T Danelle?

C
7

And his body is ragged.

CLASS (Giggles.)

C.. His body is dirty. His body is dirty.
His body is --. His body is dirty.
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T Oh, he's dirty, too.

C. Hi -- His hair is dirty.

T O000hh!

C h He don't wash his hair; he don't comb
his hair.

C. An' his teeth is yellow.

T Ohhh!

CLASS (Giggles.)

C5 He don't brush, he don't brush his teeth.

He looks terrible, doesn't he?

C
3

He look like a 01' man.

C_ He don' wash his hair.
D

CLASS (Giggles.)

C, In a old house that Jack built.

CLASS (Giggles.)

The teacher had a sense of the rhythm of the

verbal game, which moved very quickly. There were no

withdrawn or uninvolved children after this interchange,

and the children were allowed time to let the meaning

of "tattered" penetrate.

Unlike the White Liberal teacher's brief,

imitative phrases, the Black Artful teacher's dialect

seemed Familiar and comfortable. [Episode Category

1.1A3

In Episode 10, the rhythm of the teacher's

speech seemed to captivate the children. At the

beginning they were seated quietly on the floor near
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the board. The teacher had shown a museum diorama of

a rubber plantation and as she repeated the word,

"Plantation," children became more and more eager to

write it, rising up on their knees, waving their hands.

One girl shook her head so vigorously that her cheeks

and lips rattled as she moaned, "Oooh!"

T You better listen, Plan-ta-tion,
Plantation, Plantation, Plantation, Plan-
tation. I'll 'take two or three girls
because I don't care how many it takes,
we'll just fight with this, right?

Ct Yes.

T I don't like for you to look a little bit
ugly when you miss a word, do you hear?
Because you're not ever gonna miss that
word again, OK? All right, go on.
You're not supposed to look ugly, because
'you're not supposed to know everything.
This is -- I thought that was very good.
So we know the word, don't we?

CLASS Yes.

All right. Somebody's gonna como to the
board and write 'Rubber Plantation.'

CLASS Oooh! (Waving hands; extremely eager.)
Ms. X, Ms. X, ooh!

T Yoh sound like little owls. Oooh, 000h!
All right, Felicia. Come on, Flea.

The teacher was demanding, pressing hard for the

children to try, believing they are able to achieve:

She threatened, almost in a chant,

"Girl, beat your head
Into that board
If you don't make that 'P'
Like you should."

Children squeezed the chalk and tried very hard,
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apparently out of eagerness rather than fear of ridicule.

Another characteristic of the Black Artful ap-

proach is the teacher's encouraging the children to

spook and listening to their responses. [Episode

Category 2.4A)

T Como on, Felicia. Como on ahh, Juanita.
Come on, Turtle. Try to write 'Planta-
tion,' and we will give you all of tho
help -- Girrrl, I'll boat your head into
that board if you don't make that 'P'
liko you should. If I evor soe anything,
I don't like it like that. Uh-uh. I

don't liko it. I liko you to start at
tho top horo. An' I roally almost hit
you then, I really did, I had to hold.
Plan -- Plan -- Don't look at anybody
olso's, and if you miss it, it's all
right, Plan, Pla-an - ta-aaa - tion.
Plan - ta-aa - Lion. I really don't liko
the way you're holdin' that chalk.
(Breaks up chalk.) That's all right. I

don't caro about you missin' it. I'd
rather you miss it and not look at any-
body olso's, you hoar? Sit down, and wo
will chock and see if we got it right.
Now lot's, lot's do that. What doos
that say, children?

CLASS PLAN (covors up tho rest) -T-A-TION.

T What does t-i-o-n sound like? What doos
that say?

C, Ion.

C
3

1 'Shun.'

T
1

What?

CLASS 'Shun.'

What is' tho word?

CLASS Plantation.

T Yes. Let's see what sho loft out. She
Loft out the P-l-a-n-t-a. Who wrote
thls? Juanita, you Left the 't' and tho

out. It should'be t-i-o-n. That's
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a ver) good try, very good. Would you
like to come up and write it so that you
will remember it? All right.

The class is reading "The Vain Jackdaw" in

Episodo 23. Tho teacher has asked the children to

doscribo a vain person, a person that "drosses up and

walks around liko he's proud of himself."

T And he tied the foathors to his tail. So
and he walk around like, you know, he was
a vory vain, vain bird. Now, this is
another word we have here, 'vain.' What
do you think about the word, 'vain?'

C
3

Teacher, what's a ?

C4 Lilco your vein. (Points to wrist.)

T No, not liko your voin. A 'vain' porson,
do you know what that is? A vain person
is a person that, that drossos up and walk
around like he's proud of himself. That's
what, he spends a great deal of his Limo --

C, Toachor, that's a
)

T Scuso me. He spends a groat deal of his
time showin' off an' admirin' the way ho
look. Now do you know a porson who does,
who would do that, a thing like that, do
you? Do you, do you know a porson that
drosses up all tho time, an' walk aroun'
an' admire himself?

C
6

Um-hm.

T OK. Do you? Toll me about that person.
Tell me about that person. Do you have
anybody in your house, any big brother?

C
7

Uh-huh, muh-ah, muh-ah, muh-ah father.

T OK, does he dross up, an' walk aroun'?

C
7

Yeah, he dress up good!
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1' Then what does he do?

C_ .Then somebody, then one boy, he say my
father, my rather, they walk sharp.

Oh, they walk sharp.

Anybody else; Johnny?

C My fatha dress up in knickerbock.

Knickerbock. Then what else?

CO lie have a soup on, soup, knickerbockers.

Knickerbockers, ohh! What does he put on
with the knickerbockers?

C
10

My father --

1 What does he put on with the knicker-
bockers; does he have some sort of boot,
where --

Co Yeah.

T Good. Anthony?

C
11

My little brother, he put on his tie
and his suit.

Then what does he do? Then what; does
he look in the mirror?

C
11

He go, he go in his daddy car, and make
my daddy drive him somewhere.

Oh. Tha's your brother? Oh, I see.

C
13

Fi' year ole.

OK. Now I think we all know what 'vain'
means. Well, this is what this, this
jackdaw did.

A number of children participated, and the

teacher acknowledged oach response.
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Teachers in this group also gave auditory

discrimination training, assuring that dialect homonyms

were distinguished. [Episode Category 3. IA]

In Episode 31, children spelled "feet." One

wrote it on the board uhile the teacher asked the other

children to spelt 'feed."

c
3

T

F-e-e-t.

What do we do, the first sound.

CLASS 'Ff.'

T AIL right, the second sound.

CLASS 'E.'

Clr , Michael.

T All right, and the last sound.

CLASS 'Tt,' ;tt.'

You shut up.

C1j I 'on't have to.

T Feed, feed.

C
6

F-e-e, f, f-e-e-d.

T All right, give mo a sentence using feed.

Hm.C7

C
6

Like, I feed my dog.

T All right, 'I feed my dog,' What can you
say?

C7 Like, like I feed my boa.

T Well, yess. All right, give no one
using 'feet.'
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C11 My feet have toes.

ALL right, your feet' have toes. What
can you say, Johnny,, about foot?

C12 I tickle --

C13
My feet have --

T Johnny?

-- my toes have

Johnny.

C12 -- I tickle my feet.

'I tickle my foot.' What can you say,
Mark, about your feet? Ihn?

C
13

Toacha!

T Michael?

Clft I wash my feet.

T I wash my foot. OK

111

In this episode also, children were allowed time for a

distinction to "sink in."

The final characteristic "Black Artful" teachers

had in common was awareness of vocabulary differences.

[Episode Category 3.3A3 Episode 43 is a continutation

of the story, "The House That Jack Built." It combines

verbal play, high participation and vocabulary learning.

Tho toachor oxplainod the meaning of "maiden" but

accopted the children's moaning, which incorporated

the more familiar idea of a "maid."
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T 'That ate the malt, that lay in the
house that Jack built. This is the
cow,' see, 'with the crumpled horn.'
Now, when we say the cow with the
'crumpLod' horn, what do we moan by the
word 'crumpled?'

CI Crump.

C, It's twisted.

C3 Crooked.

T Right, crooked. That's what we mean by
that.

Twisted.

Right, all twisted . 'He
tossed the dog that worried the cat
that --

T and -- killed the cat, that
Part
of
CLASS

T and ate the malt, that laid in the house

whole that JACK BUILT.'

CLASS

T All right, all right. What person right
now?

CLASS The maiden.

The maiden, all forlorn. Now, who do
we mean by that word?

C
I

Maiden.

If she was forlorn --

C2 The maiden.

C
3

Maiden.

-- all right, what does the maiden do?

C, Oh, she --

C3 Aa, all the work --
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C h Do all, do all the housework.

Does all the housework.
5

T Oh a maiden does; she does all the
housework.

C
6

Sho ol'.

C She cook de tea.

She cooks the what?

C4 De toa.,

C
5

Sho mae da tea.

C
6

She make da dinner, an' make da beds.

T This maiden, do you think she did that?
(Holds up illustration.)

C
7

No, I know. She milk da cow.

Sho milked the cow.

C
5

She food da cat, feed da dog, she milk
da cow.

T Oh. OK, in this story,in this little
story, do wo -- maiden, does that mean,
oh, a maid, the person that does the
work in a house?

CLASS Yoah.

C
9

She milk tho cow.

10
too.

C
I

She clean up, she clean up her dog.

T Sho does all the cleaning, huh!

C, She clean up the cow.

C
3

She wash the dishes.

T Oh, she does all that!

C4 She hang up the clothos, an' --
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C_ She iron the clothes --
D

C. An' she, a, get some coffee.

C7 An' she put th' food on the table.

C_ -- when somebody come over sho give
'em coffee.

C6 An' she does the cookin'.

T OK, sho does all the work. Let's just
say she does all the work. OK, the maid
in this Little story means it's a young
girl, a maiden, not maid, maiden.

C
6,7

Maiden, maiden.

T OK, now.

The Black Artful teachers took time after their

lessons to emphasize to the investigator that the real

abilities of their children were often underestimated.

They distinguished lack of ability from the need for

explanations of unfamiliar material. The teachers

.91.early enjoyed the children and wore determined that

they would all Learn to read. The teachers also com-

mented that children need teaching, not just time in

school.

Group 6. Interruptinr Approach

Teachers in this group did not seem aware of

dialect differences per se. Characteristics of inter-

rupting teachers wore anticipation of children's responses

and ropotition of what children said both during instruc-

tion [Episode Category 2.'11] and during reading [Episode

Category 3.21]. Episode 25 illustrates how a teacher
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failed to hear a correct response, as if she expected

to hear an incorrect or insufficient response.

CI 'Fire.'

T Sound.

CI 'Fa-rr.'

T 'Rr.'

CI 'Rr.'

'Rr.' So what is it? Fa-- you don't
play with it. It's what?

C
I

He-o-we-fa-er.

T Uh huh; now say it quickly. Fa --

Uh huh, say it. I can't hear you.

CI 'Fire.'

T 'Fa-aa.'

CI 'Fire.'

T 'Fire,' uh huh, say it quickly.

CI 'Fire.'

T 'Fire,' fire.'

CI 'Fire.'

T You don't play with fire, do you?

He ha - zr- dee.

T Dee.

Da.

Ha -- what?

CI 'Hide.'

Put an ' at. the end .
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reading.

C
1

Hides.

T Good. He what?

C
1

'He hides.'

T Good, hides, hides.

C
1

Hides.

Uh huh.

In Episode 26, children were interrupted while

C
1

'I want to --

T Ba-oe, be.

C
1

-- be somet'ing now. I want to be a
calf' --

T A what?

C
1

-- just like you.'

T A colt.

C
1

'I want to be a calf --

T No, that's not calf, c000lt --

C
1

'Colt.'

T C000l, hear the 'o' sound?

C
1

Co't.

T No, coolt.

C
1

Colt, colt.

T Leinme see, Jerry. One more time.

C
1

Soo't --

T Good, colt.
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CI -- 'just liko you.'

So little lamb wants to be a colt.

Interrupting teachers also used unfamiliar

materials without explaining tho content in a way that

ongagod children.

A small ca, cow is called a calf. OK,
um, do you think that both of these
animals can be in the same meadow?

CLASS Yeah.

Why do you think they can both be in
tho same meadow?

C
I

'Cause, animals live in a meadow.

Moro than on animal? Could more than
one animal livo in a meadow?

CI Yoah, yeah.

How many of you have ever seen a meadow?

CLASS (No one raises hands.)

What is a moadow, first of all?

It's in a grass.

En the grass, OK; what else can be in a
meadow?

T

Frogs.

Frogs could ba in a moadow; what olso?

C5 A calf.

Calf. What else bosidos grass could be
in a meadow.

C6 A horse --

What other plants?
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C_ -- a horse, a horse.
2

T Is a horse a plant?

C.. No.
2

C
6

Frog.

C_ Frog.
2

T Is a frog a plant?

C6 No.

C7 Is frogs plants?

T What other plants, besideS grass can be
Moro?

C8 Slow-flowers.

T Maybo some flowors, all right. What olse?

C Roses.

T Rosos.

C7 Yellow a --

C8 A cat could be in a meadow.

T There can bo --

C7 A cat can't be in no meadow.

T In this meadow (holds up reader), just
Look at this page. This is part of the
meadow. What else is there besides the
grass; what other plants?

C7 Melvin said a cat could be in a moadow!

C
8 Everywhere.

T The plants that are a little bit tailor
(I didn't say to turn tho page.) OK.
OK, what eLsse, what other plants do
you sea in this picture bosides the
grass?

C Rocks.
5

1311ti
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C
7

Rocks, trees, flowers.

All right, this is probably bohind the-
rocks, these aro bushes. Thoy're
smaller than trees. They're still
plants, OK. ALI right, you saw somo
rocks there. Rocks are not plants.,
OK. And wo have two animals on this
page. ALI right, let's turn the pogo
again.

Tho teacher's tone of voico during this episode,

as in "Is a horse a plant?" communicated impatience.

Tho teacher's saying, "I didn't say to turn the page,"

is ono indication that the children wore not involved

in the lesson. One teacher in this group described

her class us immature. During four observation periods

thero was very little toachor-pupil intoraction. The

toachor seemod to soloct a few children to toach and

allow others to Loarn by themselves.

Another contrast betweon this group and othors

was an attitude conveyed in Episode 27. Childron had

lined up to ask the teachor what to do, as few, if any,

knew how to complote the assigned exercise. A little

girl waiting in Line clenchod hor dress in her fists

as if really frightoned of approaching the teachor.

T What did you put an 'x' by, Judy, tell
me? What words did you put 'x's' by?
What! You don't know! How did you do
it then? What were you supposod to do?

This is far from the atmosphore in the class

whoro tho toechor emphasized that "missin' it" was OK;
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and that you're not supposed to Look ugly, because

you're not supposed to know everything.

The six groups described represent coherent

teaching styles. It would be difficult to imagine a

teacher from the Vocabulary Emphasis group emphasizing

printed symbols to the extent that the teachers with a

decoding emphasis did. Episodes of the Black Artful

teachers are very different from those of the teachers

who emphasized standard pronunciation. Even when an

episode category is shared by two grOups, the method

of the teachers in the two groups differs. For

example, teachors in the Vocabulary Emphasis group

explained words to children [Episode Category 3.3A3

while Black Artful teachers let the children explain

words to the teacher.

Each group was represented by two or three

teachers. These aro listed in Appendix F. The six

groups seemed an adequate framework to contrast teaching

styles for dealing with Black dialect during reading.

1 cti 3
4
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Dialect and Reading Scores for
Six Teaching Style Groups

Reading and Black dialoct scores woro ontorod

into a test of homogeneity of rogression for tho six

teaching style groups to test Hypothesis 6.

Since F = .70 is loss than F 5,196 (.95) = 2.21, tho

hypothosis of equal slopes is not rejoctod. Tho rogros-

sion Lines for tho six toaching stylo groups aro

parallel., indicating that thoro is no intoraction of

stylo with dialoct scoros in detormining reading scores.

Tho test for the slope of dialoct and roading

scoros is given by F = 38.13. Sinco F1,_202 (95 =

3.84, tho hypothosis of no offocts is rojectod, as it

was for tho two group analysis. Table 9 shows results.

Tito corroLation coefficients of dialoct and

reading Cor tho six groups aro listod in Tablo 10

through 15. (In Appondix D) Tho within group corrola-

tions, listed in Tablo 16, ranged from .319 to .607 and

aLl woro significant at p(.05.

In a multivariato analysis of varianco for tho

six groups, F = 5.111. Since F10,102 (95) = 1.83, tho

scores wore significantly different for the six groups.

Univariato anaLysos of varlanco were also

porformed on dialect and roading scoros to test

Hypothesis 7. Results are shown in Tables 17 and 18.

For roading scoros of chiLdron in the six

groups, F = 9.24. Since F ,202
(.95) = 2.21, the
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Table 9

Analysis of Variance for Parallelism of
Regression: Six Teaching Styles

Source df MS F

Slope

Parallelism

Residual

I

5

196

21;81.1;2

45.80

64.99

58.18x

.70

*p < .05

i , h
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Table 16

Dialect and Roading Mean Scores and Correlation

Group Dialoct Reading _Corrolation*

I. Vocabulary 20.17 25.07 .393

2. Docoding 15.93 25.07 .381

3. Standard
Pronunciation 15.10 26.60 .539

h. Whito Liboral 16.98 21.07 .305

5. Black Artful 0.00 31.73 .607

G. Intorrupting 20.11 19.07 .319

ACorrolation is botwoen dialoct and roading scores
within groups.
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Table 17

Analysis of Variance for Reading Scores:
Six Teaching Styles

Source df MS F

Teaching Style

Error

5

202

708.81

76.74

9.24*

*p < .05.
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Analysis of Variance for Dialect Scores:
Six Teaching Styles

Source df MS F

Teaching Style

Error

5

202

226.25

65.45

3.146*

*p < .05.
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hypothesis that teaching style is not associated with

differences in reading achievement is rejected. Chil-

dren taught by teachers with some teaching styles had

significantly higher scores than children taught by

teachers with ther styles. Table 16 shows the dialect

and reading mean scores for the six groups.

Dunn's procedure was used to establish confi-

dence intervals for the six groups. Two contests of

the 15 possible were significant. Reading scores of

children in Group 5, taught by teachers rated as using

a Black Artful approach, were significantly higher than

reading scores of children in Group 4 (White Liberal

Approach) and Group 6 (Interrupting Approach).

For dialect scores, F = :3.46. Since F_,_
902

(.95) = 2.21, the hypothesis of no difference in dialect

among teaching style groups is also rejected. Children

taught by teachers with some styles use significantly

more dialect than children taught by teachers with

other styles. Two contrasts of group means were signif-

icant. Children taught with a Group 5, Black Artful

Approach, had significantly Lower dialect scores than

children inXproup 1 (Vocabulary Emphasis) and Group 6

(Interrupting Approach). These contrasts are summarized

in Table 19.

Comparing the six teaching styles, then, gave

more information on how different ways ol approaching

Black first graders' reading affects reading and dialect
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Table 19

Summary of Contrasts: Six Teacning Style Groups

Contrast 1: Groups 1 and 2

2: Groups 1 and 3

3: Groups 1 and 4

4: Groups 1 and 5**

5: Groups 1 and 6

6: Groups 2 and 3

7: Groups 2 and 4

8: Groups 2 and 5

9: Groups 2 and 6

10: Groups 3 and 4

12: Groups 3 and 5

13: Groups 3 and 6

14: Groups 4 and 5

15: Groups 1; and 6**

16: Groups 5 and 6 '

**

*Significantly different reading scores

**Significantly different dialect scores
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scores. Table 20 shows how teachers in the accommoda-

tion and interference groups were divided into the six

teaching style groups.

None of the teaching styles seemed to be more

effective specifically with children who used a con-

siderable amount of dialect. The effects were

statistically uniform for high and low dialect speakers.

Figure 2 summarizes the reading and dialect

scores for children in the six teaching style groups.

Summary

In this chapter, episodes were presented to

illustrate some of the kinds of interference experienced

by dialect-spoaking children. The evidence suggests

that both structural and functional conflict do occur,

and that some teachers deal with dialect by accommodating

reading instruction for Black children. Placing teachers

in accommodation and interference groups, however, proved

ineffective for finding differences in their students'

dialect and reading scores.

Classroom episodes were also used to describe

six teaching style groups: Vocabulary Approach,

Decoding Approach, Standard Pronunciation Approach,

White Liberal Approach, Black Artful Approach, and

Interrupting Approach.

Tests of homogeneity of regression showed no

interaction between Black dialect and reading scores
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Table 20

Summary of Teacher Ratings: Teaching Style Groups
Compared to Accommodation and Interference Ratings

Group Accommodation Interference

1 D,G*

2 K,H

'3 T,N

4 D,C,F

5 A,E

6 L,M,J

q.etters represent teachers; designation is the same as
for teachers listed in Table 2.
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BLACK DIALECT SCORES

GROUP I. VOCABULARY APPROACH

2. DECODING APPROACH
3. STANDARD PRONUNCIATION APPROACH
4. WHITE LIBERAL APPROACH
S. BLACK ARTFUL APPROACH
6. INTERRUPTING APPROACH

MEAN SCORES

Fig. 2. Regression Lines for Six Teaching Styles.
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for teacher groups. An analysis of variance showed

that both reading and diaLect scores differed for

children in classrooms grouped by teacher style. The

Black Artful group had significantly higher reading

scores than the Interrupting and White Liberal groups,

and significantly lower dialect scores than the

Interrupting and Vocabulary groups. There was a

significant negative correlation between dialect and

reading scores for all groups.

Teachers in the Black Artful group used

rhythmic play in instruction and encouraged children

to participate by listening to their responses. They

attended to vocabulary differences of Black children.

and seemed to prevent structural conflict by teaching

children to listen for standard English sound distinc-

tions. Children taught with this approach participated

enthusiastically with the teacher in learning to read.

In contrast, teachers in the Interrupting group

asked children to repeat words pronounced in dialect

many Limes and interpreted dialect pronunciations as

reading errors. leachers in this group presented

standard English sounds for discrimination without

insuring accuracy of responses. Some children from

this group tediously worked alone at decoding without

reading as if they understood; others seemed to guess

at almost as many words as they were able to read.

Some childron hithdlew from participation in reading,
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speaking softly and as seldom as possiblo; ctt.ers

engaged in ritual insult and other forms of verbal

play apart from the toachor. For children taught by

Intorrupting toachors, reading scores were lower and

dialect scores higher than for the Black Artful group.

White Liberal teachors occasionally usod dialect

intonation and phonology during instruction and accopted

dialoct forms in childron's writing and spoech. Thoy

gavo auditory discrimination training without prosonting

dialoct homonyms out of context. They soomod to

omphasizo frioadly communication moro than the task of

loarning to road; roading scores wore significantly

lower for this group than for tho Black Artful group.

Tho Standard Pronunciation Emphasis teachors

insisted on formal standard usage, dovoting considorable

timo to changing languago pattorns during instruction.

Roading and dialoct scoros woro not signficantly

difforont from othor groups. This approach was moro

effectivo with children who did not use much dialoct

than with childron who used a great deal.

Vocabulary Approach toachors oxplainod meanings

of unfamiliar words, especially clarifying distinctions

between the meanings of dialect homonyms. Childron in

this group had significantly higher dialect scores

than the Black Artful group.

Docoding Approach toachors emphasizod sound.-
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symbol correspondence, giving special attention to

ending sounds and medial vowels. They accepted flat,

choppy reading. Children consistently attempted to

sound out words but seemed to decode without

comprehending.

14G



Chapter IV

Discussion

Dimensions Undorlying Six Teaching Styles

This study bogan with descriptions of suggested

accommodation and interference behavior categories.

The descriptions proved useful for describing intor-

action patterns but insufficient for describing the

kinds of teaching observed. Clusters of episodes were

then used to describe six teaching styles. The six

approaches to reading instruction for Black dialoct

speakers seemed to differ on two intorrelated dimen-

sions--"mutuality of communication and "task

orientation." These will bo used to contrast the six

Coaching styles.

Mutuality of Communication

Communication may be one-sided for several

reasons. An interaction imbalance occurs either when

toachors or children do all of tho talking or fail to

Liston to one anothor. This could block Learning, as

could teachors' and childron's misundorstanding one

anothers moanings. Balanced connunication requires

mutual respoct, evident in Episodo 22 ton the teacher

said, "Tell mo what you think," and listened to tho

134
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children's answers. In effectivo instruction, toachers

oncourage participation and cnako sure the content of

instruction is understood. Toachers and childron are

atunod to tho other, not intorrupting and ignoring one

another. They share a common purpose.

Corder (1971) states that a review of litera-

ture on teacher performance and student reading

achievement failod to provide adequate evidence on

toachor effocts, but suggests that a roading teacher's

succoss doponds on tier ability and flexibility in

communicating to students and in encouraging students'

communication back to the toacher. When children are

from different cultural backgrounds, this requires

eithor that toachers

have a high level of verbal facility and
flexible attitudes, so thoy can teach
studonts of background and/or abilitios
differont from theirs [or toachers, who]
by virtue of Choir background and exper-

, ionce, would be able to communicato with
cortain divorso groups of students with
whom many whito, middlo class teachers
have difficuLty (p. 214).

In this investigation, anothor dimension soemod

very important as an adjunct to offoctivo communication.

Task Orientation

Involving childron in the task of loarning to

road requires that teachers presont appropriato

matorials and information in a mannor which will encour-

ago childron to rospond. If a groat doal of time is
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spent in discussions peripheral, to reading or if chil-

dren aro discouraged from involvement, learning to read

will be more difficult. These dimensions aro not

inherently related to dialect use ;, they concern effec-

tive teaching in general. Contrasting the six teaching

styles observed in classroomSdf"Black children illus-

trates how the dimensions apply to dialect conflict.

Contrast of Teacher Styles

In Figure 3, the teaching styles are placed in

quadrants formed by task orientation on the vertical

axis and mutuality of communication on the horizontal

axis. This Figure shows a post hoc subjective place-.

ment of teacher groups; placement has not derived from

numerical data.

Group 5, the Black Artful teachers, and

Group 6, the Interrupting teachers, are at opposite

extremes on both dimensions. For these groups, both

reading and dialect score means were signfiicantly

different. The Episode outline in Figure It shows that

in a sample episode selected as typical of the inter-

action in Black Artful classrooms, no intference

occurred. The episode did not focus on a single child

but rather on the whole group. The pattern of inter-

action included considerable encouragement, marked by

an enthusiastic tone of voice, both by teachers and

children. Children were intensely involved in
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ASCCRUOOSTRA

NCERRIAGO4NT CCVPAtoltNPON otccoka

C C C

12

INTERFERENCE

RESOLUTION STRUCTURAL rUNCTIONAL

T Co T C 0 T C 0

TTEACHER LAE humeEn
CCHILCI
COTHER

Fig. 4. Black Artful Approach--Episode 1 Outline.

Note; Line numbers refer to change of speakers.
C or Child refers to the focal student in the epi-
sode; 0 or Other refers to responses of other child-
ren or the group.
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Episode 1: An his teeth is yellow;
he doolt have on noon
socks.

Context: Children are discussing "The
House That Jack Built" with the

Lines teacher.

CLASS(1)1. . . the house that Jack built.'

T (2)AL1 right. Then she met somebw:y.

C1 (1)A boy.

T (4)she met a boy, and this is the man all
tattered and --

ALL (5)-- torn.

T (6)1fere's another word, is 'tattered.' Look at it.

and(7)1Tattered.'
CLASS

T (8)TT you have on clothes that are all tattered,
what do they look like?

CLASS(9)Ragged. Raggelly.

(10)Wait, wait. One person, whatchoo say?

0
2

(11)Raggelly.

T (12)Raggelly.

C3 (13)Teaeher!

C
4

(14)They torn, they torn up.

c 2,3
(15)11ey got, they got --

'r (10They got what?

Ch (17) they got holes in 'cm.

T (18)0K. Anything you wanta say, Melinda?

C. (19)And dey have, dey have -- all the sho.:h are

t'a

T (no) Shoes are raggy --

C 2,3
(21)An' clothes.

T (22)Wait just a minute.

e4 (21)uis (clothe) are raw;e11), and hLs pants are
ragge l ly, and a, his --
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C
6

(24)1 know.

C1 (25)-- hat is raggelLy.

C6 (26)1 know.

Cr (27)-- and his shirt is raggelly.

T (28)Danolle?

C7 (29)And his body is ragged.

CLASS00)(Giggles)

C5 (31)His body is dirty. His body is dirty. His
body is --. His body is dirty.

T (32)0h, he's dirty, too.

C5 (33)Hi -- His hair is dirty.

T (34)O000hh!

C11 (35)He don't wash his hair; he don't comb his hair.

C5 (36)An' his teeth is yellow.

T (37)0hhh!

CLASS(3CGiggles)

C5 (39)He don't brush, ho don't brush his troth.

T (40)He looks terrible, doesn't ho?

C3 (41)Ho look Likv a oL' man.

C5 (42)He don' wash his hair.

CLASS(43)(0iggles)

C2 (44)1n a old house that Jack built.

CLASS(45)(GiggLes)
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comprehending the reading Lesson and attuned to their

teacher and she to them. The artful play of the

teacher and children seemed to account for this

involvement.

The outline of a sample "interrupting" episode

in Figure 5 is quite different. In line one a child

read the word "fire," softening the "r" sound slightly.

In lines two through fifteen the teacher asked the child

to repeat the word. This apparently needless repeti-

tion was considered functional conflict. It was the

child who resolved linguistic differences, but his

reading of sentences wa8 not coherent. In line 22, the

teacher again interpreted a dialect pronunciation,

"hide", "hides," as a reading error. The teacher's

voice sounded impatient as she said, "good," and added,

"hides, hides" in Line 26, as if to erase the dialect

pronunciation. This episode is predominantly composed

of conflict introduced by the teacher and of a single

child repeating sounds apparently not relating them to

meanings. The child seems to be trying to comply with

the demands of the teacher, but without success in

reading. In other "interrupting" episodes, children

aro more resistant. Children in one group guessed

almost randomly at sounds, barely paying attention.

Some walked away from the table or oven loft the room.

While reading, the following interchange occurred.
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Episode 25: He hide.

Conte\t: Teacher is listening to a
child road by himoole. OLher
children are practicing reading
by themselves or in pairs.

(1)1Fire.'

(2) found.

C I
(3)'Fa-rv.1

'I` (11)' Ur.'

CI (I)

'I' (6)'12r.' So what is it? Fa-- you don't play
with it. It's what?

CI (7)11e-o-wo-fa-er.

1' (8)Ch huh; now say It quickly. Pa-- Uh huh, say
it. I can't. hear you.

C (`))'Fire.'

T (10)'Fa-aa.'

C
1

(II)'Fire.'

'1' (12)'Fire,' uh huh, say it quickly.

C (11)'Vtre.'

(04) ' Vi ro,"

C (13) 1Virc..1

I' (16) You don't plak uith Ciro, do you?

C
1

(17)110 ha - ar - doe.

T (IS) Deo.
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C
1

(19) Da.

T (20) Ha -- whit?

C
1

(21) 'Hide.'

T (22) Put an 'e' at t he end.

C
1

(23) Hides.

(24) Good. He what.?

C
1

(25) 'He hides.'

T (26) Good, hides, hides.

C1 (27) Hides.

T (28) WI huh.

I 5 '7
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I know wha' (it is) but I'm not gonna
tell ya.

T Now listen, Speedy, read this page.

C
1

My namo,Tot Speedy.

C1 Sally walk--t to Paul--z hou'.

T Sally walked to Paul's house.

C1 don't need you to holp mo.

Thoro is an interplay of structural and func-

tional conflict which sooms very discouraging to the

children and tho teachor. Insisting on participation

led to frustration whon tho rolationship botween

toachors and childron was basod on harsh, disintorostod

commands rathor than on respect and intorost.

The White Liboral samplo episode outlino in

Figure 6 appears similar to tho Black Artful'one.

Both include considerable oncouragemont and several

participants. The difforonces aro that tho Whito

Liberal episodo is focused on content which sooms

poriphoral to roading per so. Tho dialoguo was a

"warm-up" to interest childron in drawing, thon writing

a lesson.

Anothor differonco botwoon Groups 4 and 5 is

that ouch of the childron's sontoncos in 40.1411,ito

Liberal classroom was directed at the teacher. In the

Black Artful classroom, children roachod a lovol of

involvement whore they oncouragod and addod information
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- Episode 6: it was bilig!

Context: A discussion preparing
children to make illustrated
stories.

C
1

(1) . . . but i didn' play, we play dat sometime
with Booker, an' David play, an' we play run
sometime ,, we play on swings an'

, sometime we goinl to the park --

(C, (2) Ms, X 3

C
1

(3) -- on our bikes.

(C2 (h) can I have a drink of water?

T (5) In the middle of reading?

C
2

(6) Yeah.

T (7) Goodness.

C
2

(8) I thirsty, I

T (9) Now that, what NicoLe has said just now,
brought us to one of the things I wanted us to
talk about this morning, She was tasking
about things you could do during this summer.
And that's something I want us to tack about,
because --

C,, (10)Yeah!

T (11) it's almost summertime. And, you see, we
have a bir, empty bulletin board over there; wo
took down the zoo animals.

C (12)Let's make Lmmmer things,

T (13)Summer things?

C
3

(0)Yeah. Like goin' scuba (divin1),

Ch (15) Yeah!

T (16)Would you Like to put

(17)
03,6,7
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T (18)How about you, Sharon, s,ould you like to put
summer things up there? .

C
3

(19) Everybody do!

CLASS(=O)Yeah. Now, Teacher

T (2I)What are sow; of the summer things you could do?
We have to do it one a.t. a time or wo can't hoar
anybody. Sharon?

C
3

(22) I (draw) a pretty sunny day.

T (23) A pretty sunny day. Do wo have a lot of those
in the summer in Oakland?

C
3

(24) Um-hm.

T (25) Yes we do, don't we.

C11 (26) We got

T (27) Kevin?

C_ (28) We can play in the summer.

T (29) Play, um -hill. Yvette?

C
6

(30) We could go to Louisiana in summer

T (30 You could go to Louisiana, you sure could. I
don't. think :Pm going to, though -- Rodney?
-- but I thilk you are, aren't you?

C
1

(32) Somebody, thoy mule a big :,aimmLn' pool an',
an' it's, it wa' bLiig! You could ovon put
a house up in thero.

T (33)

CI (34)

T (35)

c
1

(36)

A house, in a swimming pool?

Yeah.

(Laughs)

It's big.

T (37) It's a big ono! Do you think you might swim
in a swimming pool?

CI (38) You have to put somothinl down in it so, so,
so, no dirt could get in your oyes.

T (39) What could you do in the summertime, Rodney?
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C7 (40) You could talk about woorrds.

i) You could talk about words. Yvette, what do
you think you might do this stunner?

CS (42) Go swimmin'.

(IQ) Go swimming.

(44) Melissa?

C9 (45) You could make a duck.

(1i6) A duck. Whe...e would you see a duck?

C0 (47) In a pond.

(48) Sharon?

CIO (119) Ms. X, I know ono.

C
3

(50) Go to Hyde Point.

(51) Go to Hydo Point? D' you think you might do
that?

C
3

(52) Yoall. I' go swimmin' when I get thorn,

T (51)g000d! Yvette?

C
b

(54)Put on your swimmin' trunks an' go simmin'l

C
10

(55)Go to Lho circus.

C (56)Ooh, yeah. C missed the circus act 'cause --

T (57)Can you think of things )ou could do right in
your own backyard if you didn't go anywhoro?
Trovor?

C
I I

(58)You could swing.-

(59)Swing.

C7 (6U)PLay circus.

T (61)You could pLa) circus. good idea, Rodney.
That sounds ilk° fun. Mlissa?

c
9

(62)Play house.

1(32
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C7 (61)Lay down in the tent at night an' listen La
things.

(6100hh! That sounds Like run! We should use
that good, big drauing paper, don't you think,
fur our bulletin board, and -- OK, Johnny, can
)ou reach it? -- And then uhat we can do is you
can make a picture on both sides, then we'll
choose which side is different so we won't have
all. the same thing up there. rhea 1..011 trite
what it's about, so that then people come in,
like when the afternoon people eme in they can
read, they can read, what you've written.

CLASS(65)Can we? We gotta put things away for the
sunmwr. We gotta get thinGs done and put 'em
away!

C
13

(66)Teacher -- When como home, I gotta pack.

c
9

(67)mx. X.

C17
(68)1 gotta gold suitcase, that's mine.

C111 (69)Whon? Today?

C
13

(70) I'm 'onna pak tomorrow, atter this day.

J. 6 '3
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for one another.

An outline of a sample episode for a teacher

using a vocabulary emphasis in Figure 7 illustrates

another pattern. A structural conflict occurred but

was resolved directly between the teacher and the child

who had the difficulty. The conflict was not an inven-

tion of the teacher but d mistaken meaning, which the

teacher recognized in cLarified. This group had

significantly higher dialect scores than children in

the Black Artful group. One hypothesis us to the

reason for this is that children with teachers fluent

in Black dialect were the only ones who had an adequate

model for style switching. Vocabulary Emphasis

teachers attended more to meanings than to surface

features of speeca and accepted divergent pronunciation.

The vocabulaly approach group was placed lower than

Group 5 on the mutuaLity of communication dimension

because the Black Artful group had uniquely lively

interactions.

The groups with midrange dialect and reading

scores wore those with the Standard Pronunciation and

Decoding Emphasis. Both of these groups focused on the

surface features of speech, which may have helped

children Learn to read et en though both structural and

functional conflict occurred in sampLe episodes as

shown in Figures 8 and 9. In neither style was much

encouragement used and both focused mainly on one or

1j4
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Episode 18: 'How could vou harm
the colt?' Tear it.

Context: Children are filling Lu
workbook paces from the California
State Series.

C1 (I) I like the co-, colt. I wi.1.l not --

T (2) Look up there and find a letter that would
fit and make a word.

C1 (3) 'E.' No, not --

T () You may not know it, but can you sound out the
first three letters that aro there?

C1 (5) 'M.'

T (6) Somebody told you, but what, what does it
start, the sound Chore; h-a-r, what sound would
that have?

1

(7) 'Hhh.'

T (8) Now got the -- (Points to ar.)

C2 (9) '!lore,' har.'

C
1

(10) 'Hollo,"harm,' 'harm.'

T (11) 'Harm.' Good, you sounded it out, very good,
'harm.' Do you know what harm means?

C3(12) I I wauna road.

T (13) Well, lot's tik about harm for a WA:atm.

C
1

(14) OK.

T (15) What does 'harm' mean?

C (16) Chew on th' pencil.

T (17) (Laughs.) You harm Iho pencil., yes. But what
would you do, you b.ouldn't chew the colt; how
would you harm a coJL?

C1(18) Tear it.

T (19) huh?
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Cl (20) Tea it.

T (21) Th, th- Ohl Do you, do you know what a colt
is, now?

C
1

(22) oh, kill it, kill. it.

T (23) No, what's a colt?

C1(24) Somethin' you wear.

T (25) There's a 'I' in it. 'Coat' is c-o-a-- Ah,
don't laugh, that's all right. Colt is very
hard for citychildron because they haven't
been, out on the farm, and they don't know about
it. It's a baby, a baby colt.

(26) A baby colt.03

C1 (27) Oh, yeah!

T (28) Remember your story? An' it's c- o -i -t, colt.
'Coati- is c-o-a-t, and it's no '1' in it, but
listen to -- Keisha -- col, colt, colt. Now,
do you know what a colt is?

C4(29) Yeah, I know.

T (30) What is it?

C 2(31) It's a baby horse.

C4 (32) A baby horse.

T (33) Yes, uh-uh-, how could you harm a baby horse?

C1(34) You shoot it.

T (35) Hoh, you c--, that would certainly I m it.
But harm doosr It alwa)s mean being killed.

C (36) You try to get on It au' ride it.

T (37) We Li,, if it woren't ready, yes. 1r it were
too young to ride.

C1(38) It'll fall.

C (39) If it were a big one you could ride it.

T (40) IC it were big, yeah. IF it weren't ready to
ah, be ridden on. You could harm him by
hitting him.
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C
5
(40 Hitting him.

T (42) Not feeding him. Not taking care of him would
harm him, too.

C 6(43) Not giving him enough water.

T (44) Yes, not getting enough water. Is that the
last one? No, there's another one.
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Episode 17: The win' blew.

Context: Children a,-e seated around
a iarge table, making up sentences
to clarify words printed on cards.
The teacher has heard'talks on
Black Dialect.

CLASS(WWin.'

T (2)Who can give me a sentence with 'win?'

C
I

(1)A boy win a race.

T (11)1 boy win .a raco?

C
2

(5)I know teacher.

C3 (6)I know teacher.

T (7)HMm, that sounds --

C11 (8)Teacher, know ono.

T (9)-- Can you say that a little better, so it
sounds -- I understand what you moan, but
Erndalyn, what, how would yon say that?

C5 (10) The win' blew the hat off of my fr,ie:t' head.

T (1 1) 0K, that's what 'win' sounds Like, huh. But
this is the kind of 'win' when, when you
beat somebody eLse, when you win a lace, OK?
Tho other word, I'll show you how IL's spoiLed.
that word this, ErndaL)n? (Teacher urites
'win' and ltsind, on I lie board.) ho you knots?
This is 'wind,' OK? And ihis the kind or
tuiof that uo're talking about. 11k, has a --

C (12) 'D.'

T (13) Shat':; on the end?

C (1/1)A ;iLent 'd.'

T (15)A 'd.' It's hoed to hear.
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Cot (716) a silent 'd'!.

'1' (17) '.roll, it', not really, real l} but It's
realty hard to heat. 11.1.s lhoro.
v.() can sa), it ,o he can heat i,t . Can

hear the dame or it? Did >ott hoar the 'd'
;Awn? And he usuialf!" oomottmo-3 he tuutaLly
don't say it, but it's there, Erndal)n,
hhat does this, make a sentence idt.h this
kind of 'win.'

C
5

08) L, mean, T, 1 can win chi race. I win
the race.

C
7

(19)1 know.

T (20) How about '1 wILL wi,n the race'? OK?

C5 (21)1 will win the race.

T (22) OK, pretty good. OK, this one.
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IGO

I:p i stole : hat \oh e I also, do tou
hear?

Context: Children ar filling in ila
workbook pages whiOt call for
idontification of vowel sounds.

C (I)'Say the words in unit, and :!7. Listen for
the vowel soun'. Write the hord that has the
yohol sour' you hear in pin. (Pictured in
workbook.)

T (2)All right. What vohel sound do you hear in
pin?

C1 (3)'Ih?'

(4) Right. OK. Now you look up there and you
find the word that -- Stop that, Ralph.

T (5)Vait a minuto, wait, wait to do it. Tommy,
watchoo call this, over hero? Ilmm? (Points to

x picture of a chain.)

C
2 (6)Mm-mm-mm. (The 'I don't know' hum.)

T (7)Vell, don't write a sound when you don't know
what to cull it. It's a chain, OK? Right.
And what sound do you need to wrilo?

C
2

(8)X.

T (9)Good, yeah, right. Chant;o that thing, Tammy.

C
2 (10)1. chanced it.

T(1,1)Vhat. is this? (Points to picture of a bed.)

C3 (I2)A bayod.

T (I)) 0h, what's the voht ,00nd in bed?

C.3 ( y

T (15) No, that would he h7ole, Ulla' cum::
rinitt arier tit' '10 in bed?

e ( I6)

1' (17)Right. Now hrite all the uord.i that have the
le' sound.
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two childron. The Decoding Emphasis group had a task

orientation complimentary to the Vocabulary Emphasis

group; noither group completely oxcludod nor,

thoroughly encouraged both comprohonsion and ddcoding

aspects of reading.

The Standard Pronunciation group spent a great

deal of time focusing on correct spoech rathor than on

reading. This emphasis proved ineffective for decreasing

dialect uso, at least in the sentence repetition task.

Tho slope of tho regression line for Group 3 indicates

that in Standard Pronunciation Emphasis classrooms,

high dialect use was associated with lower reading

scores for this group slightly more than for other

groups. If the Group 3 rogression lino wero extended,

oxtremely low roading scores would bo associated with

high dialoct uso, as in Figure 10.

Teachors in this group seemed thorough and

systematic. A "prossing" for continual attontion and

offort was evidont in both this group and in the Black

Artful group, in contrast to a more rolaxed atmosphero

in othor groups. Conflicts seemed to bo artifacts of

tho teachors' model of corroct speoch, but tho toachers

wore consistont in resolving conflicts. The toachers

wore explicitly aware of Black dialect forms and clear

about thoir demands on children. Tho interrupting

group soomod similar in rejocting dialoct forms, but

1 14
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Fig. 10. Extended Regression Lines for Six Teaching
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sion lines for Groups 5 and 6).

Solid lines indicate the regression lines for
actual scores; broken lines show the extension of
these lines.
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the Group 6 teachers were unaware of dialect as a

system and seemed confused by or disapproving of the

Black speakers as well as by their irregular speech.

The decoding and standard pronunciation emphasis

sample episodes differ in who resolved conflict. In

"decoding" classrooms, the teacher, unaware of dialect

per so, did not resolve conflicts as they did in

Group 3. The children resolved the episode by adjusting

to the standard form.

One limitation of this study is that no pretests

were used. If children from low socioeconomic back -

,.grounds were grouped together, lower reading scores

might be expected for that group. Table 21 shows the

distribution of teachers grouped by style from each school

along with indicators of socioeconomic status (SES) for

the schools. The distribution suggests that there was

no concentration of low or high SES children in any of

tne teaching style groups. It is also interesting that

reading moan scores for the schools are lower than the

city and national norms. The moan of reading scorns

for Group 5 (Black-Artful Group) was considerably

higher than the national norm. This cannot be accounted

for by the moan scores of schools where the Black-

Artful group taught.
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Teaching Styles Related to
Accommodation and interferonco

The dimensions used to contrast teaching styles

can also bo used to rotate tho styles to Accommodation

and Interforonco. Stylo 5 is cloarl.y accommodating;

Style 6 is clearly interforing. Tho other styles aro

closer to tho diagonal line dividing accommodation

and interteronce pianos. Accommodation is usod in tho

episode outlines as involving childron in roading,

encouraging them to docodo and comprohond printed

symbols. Interforonco is dofinod as lotting dialect

become an obstacle which detracts children from roading.

Those constructs aro still very broad.

Which factors contribute most to roading succors

or falluro fox Black children could not be dotormined

in this study. Comparisons of tho toaching stylos aro

oxploratory improssions rather than controlled

empirical findings. The findings of this study suagost

sovoral areas for furthor rosoarch. First, tho opisodo

catogories usod to dofino touching stylos for tho

quantitativo analysis could bo validatod using a dif-

foront sot of toachors and obsorvors. Administering

protests for both roading and dialoct would also givo

moro information on whothor toaching stylos actually

contributod to changing scoros difforontially.

Tho corrolation botwoon dialoct scoros and

roading scoros for first graders is also an aroa that
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could be investigated with more controls. It seems

likely that both Black dialect and reading covary

with socioeconomic status. Factors such as perceptual

acuity and test taking skills and attitudes should be

controlled in Such investigations. The dialect scores

used in this study were selected Go indicate dialect use

in a structured setting. An erlier study by the

investigator suggests that dialect use in the sentence

repetition task differs from dialect use in free speech

or in a classroom setting. The sentence repetition

task is easy to administer and might approximate a

competence measure, but there is insufficient evidence

to make generalizations about dialect use in general

and first graders' reading from this study.

. The teachers observed in this study seemed to

fit in six teaching style groups. These might be use-

ful to describe integrated of even non-Black classrooms.

The styles also may be associated with personality,

attitude, or teaching skills which are not readily

changeable. Information abbot effective teaching in

predominantly Black classrooms may be more useful for

selectinc teachers than for training. It would probably

be feasible to instruct teachers in potential dialect

conflicts, but much harder to suggest effective

strategies for dealing with them artfully. Minimal

awareness of dialect forms may lead teachers to focus

unduly on these differences. Children may be
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sufficiently versatile in their languago skills to

overcomo misunderstanding. A more crucial factor may

bo the teachers's respect for children, which is a

basis for clear communication and for believing

children will learn to read, if they are really taught.

Summary

In this chapter, six teaching styles were con-

trasted; task orientation and mutuality of communication

provided the framework for comparison. Analysis of

the interaction patterns typical of each teaching style

provided another. The groups which differed most,

Group 5 (Black-Artful) and Group 6 (Interrupting), also

were those with significantly difforont reading scores.

Group 5 teachers had livoly discussions which focused

on the Lesson while Group 6 intoractions involved

functional conflict and distraction from the task of

reading.

Socioeconomic indicators for the four schools in

the study showed that there was no concontration of

low SES children in classrooms for the teachers placed

in any teaching style group.

The oxtension of the rogrossion line for Group 3

(Standard Pronunciation) teachers suggestod tentatively

that used with childron who spook dialect a great deal,

might lead to very low reading scoros. Suggostios for

further research on dialect, reading and teaching style
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included using new subjects for an investigation similar

to this one with more controls.
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Chapter V

Conclusions

This investigation used descriptive data,

episodes from reading instruction, to show the kinds of

structural and functional interference which occur while

dialect-speaking children are learning to read, and to

describe six styles teachers use to handle dialect

differences. Observations suggest that while inter-

ference in learning to read does occur for Black

dialect- speaking first graders, teachers can prevent or

help to quickly resolve it. Teachers can also precipi-

tate and intensify structural and functional conflict.

The study used quantitative data, reading and

Black dialect scores, to determine which of the teaching

styles identified proved more effective. Reading scorns

of children taught by one group, the Black Artful teachers,

were significantly higher than those of children taught

by othor groups, the Interrupting and White Liberal

teachers. The Black dialect scores of children in the

Black Artful group were also significantly lower than

those of children in the Interrupting or Vocabulary

Emphasis group. No style was found to be more effective

specifically for children with high dialect scores.

The results suggest that t:.e ways teachers
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communicate in the classroom are crucial to children's

success in learning to read. Efforts to find deficits

in children or to focus on their language differences

may only confound the problems of negative teacher

expectations and evade the problem of tunctional conflict

between teachers and children with different cultural

backgrounds. Teachers can alienate children from

Learning by subtly rejecting their Black speech. They

can discourage them by implying by tone, gesture and

even by silence that the children lack potential.

Children, in turn,-can show their resilience by engaging

in verbal play and ritual insult apart from the teacher,

or they can withdraw into a moody silence. Neither

strategy helps them learn to read.

Teachers can also involve children in learning

to read in a way that capitalizes on their lively speech.

They can deal with confusion as it arises without

dwelling on language differences. This requires the kind

of attentiveness shorn by the Black Artful teachers, who

seemed to thoroughly understand their Black students,,

and to have no difficulty teaching them to read. This

was not simply a matter of ethnic similarity. Not all

the Black teachers in the study wore in the Black

Artful group. What made those teachers so effective

seems worth investigating further. The tochniquos and

perspectives of sociolinguistic research would probably

prove more useful in answering this question than the
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interaction analysis methods commonly used in current

investigations of teacher competencies.

Black children's reading failure has been a

critical problem for some time,. Most of the approaches

to solving it have not worked. While this study is

exploratory and cannot suggest uays of solving reading

probLems, it can suggest that diaLect interference,

especially functional conflict between teachers and

children, be investigated further to help find ways of

improving Black childron's reading.
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Appendix A

Features of Black Dialect

I. Variations in phonology

a. th changed to t, d, f, v

thing Ling
nothing nofing
then don
bathe bavo

b. Final consonants reduced, deleted

mom ma nasalized)
boot boo glottal stop)
feed feet devoiced)
road roa
kiss ki (weakened)
has ha
man ma nasalized)
kick ki glottal stop)
gar, gak .devoiced)
bag bay

c. L deleted

toll toe
help hep

d. R replaced or deleted

sore so
marry may

e. Consonant clusters simplified

stream scream past pass
shrimp simp mind mine
throw thow sift sif
professor pofossa sold sow

vats vas

f. Vowels modified

fear faro raw row
pin pen time tom
poor pore Jaz Jaw
sure shore proud prod
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2. Variations in morphology

a. Plural

tests
men
kittens

b. Possessive,

Tom's book
their friend

tesez
mons
kitten

Tom book
they friend

c. Third person singular present

she talks
he is
he has
he does

she talk
he be
he have
he do

d. Past tense

passed pass

e. Irregular verb classes

I said
he takes
He is sick.
He isn't here.

I say
he taken
He be sick.
He ain't here.

r. Auxiliary verbs

Fred'll be coming. Fred be coming

g. Comparative adjectives

She's smarter. She more smarter.

1. Variations In syntax

a. Adjectives used as adverbs

He talks real good.

b. Pronoun variation

1y rather, ho walk sharp.
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c. Assignment to word classes: have, be, do

1 got me a to truck.
I been there.

d. Patterns - habitual action

He will be sick. He sick.

e. Count nouns and mass nouns

I seen three police.

f. Prepositional phrases

That there child

g. Modal modification

They useta could beat ya.

h. Future markers

'm a throw it.
He be comin' tomorrow.

i. Transformations or "there," negative
questions, passive.

They a lot of people hore.
I ain't care.
Nobody won't do nothing.
Can't nobody help you.
Why you don't know?
How they know?

j. Clauses: noun, adjectival

I don't know is he there.
The place where f lived at.
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Appendix B

Sentence Repetition Task

Directions: Listen carefully. I'm going to

say some sentences. You say them after me, one at a

time. When we're through you can hear yourself on the

tape recorder. Are you ready? You say the sentence

after me.

Sentences:

Sometimes after school I watch television.

My friend has a little kitten.

Charles said he'd be in the class after lunch.

Here's what I like.

His father dresses up and walks around in his
mickerbockers.

My daddy wears boots when we go fishing.

My brother is five years old because his
birthday passed.

I found a whole bunch of weeds at the park.

I'd say, take off that mask.

I'll. pick him up and throw him out.

My teacher is going to take us to the zoo.

We're going to see an alligator and a garter
snake and a hippopotamus.
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Appendix C

Classroom Episodes Illustrating Accommodation
of Reading Instruction and

Dialect Interference
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Forma t

The episodes are brief excerpts from reading

instruction in first grade classrooms. They are

arranged in the same sequence as the episode cate-

gories. Heading each section of episodes is the

category description, accommodation on the left,

followed b) sample episodes and interference on the

right.

For episodes from each main section (e.g., 1.0

Spontaneous Speech) there is one side of a cassette

tape. Numbers after the episode titles indicate the

position whore the episode can be located on the

cassettes.

Several notations are used to promote clarity.

When two conversations are going on simultaneously,

for example, when a teacher aide is audible helping a

child in the background, the nonfocal interchanges

are recorded in brackets. A solid line indicates that

what is being said was unclear, as when two or three

children are speaking at once. When a brief segment

has been lost during recording or editing, it is

written in, bounded by parentheses. Identification

of the speaker is abbreviated as follows:

T Teacher

C
1

Child first to speak

C2 Child second to speak

TA Teacher aide
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ST Student teacher

I Inves t iga tor

lime lapse, as when a teacher leaves briefly to

answer the phone, is tndicated by a series of spaced

dots. A feu actions, such as writing on the board,

are described in parentheses.

The transcript is intended as a listening guide,

not a phonetic representation of speech. Episodes

often occur very rapidly, so reading the episode

catogor) and context, and even the transcript, prior

to listening to the tape could facilitate an under-

standing of the episode. Casette tapes of these

episodes are on file at the Educational Media Center

at the University of California at Berkeley.
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1., ,pont.ne.us Speech

1.1

183

1. and his tern in ye/Low: h. a..'t ). .ionettme my mama sail it a tat. 070.104
have on noon socks' 010.040

4. I ain't gonna read this pad* again. 10)-14d
2. Big tat J,.es feed they babies.

070-069 7. Doun-hous-down -hour 149-09

G. It was Wife' 192.273 d. What's it do with files? 295-31T

7. :es 'his a true story? 274.294 9. Whatchoo say. Elsie? 118.324

1.1

10. Plan.ta.tlon. Open your mouths 14. You are little, but not too little. 452.456
and speak" 126.390

11. Vha>a gonna do at the beauty
parlor. you're already beautiful.

390.097

12. You do love it, huh' 397-414

13. Where is the voice? Can you se*
it? 414.451

15. Yeah. but it ain't no Pencil, in
'ere. 458-466

2.0 Instructional Speech

2,1 16. What's a Crust? 012-08y 17. The win' blew. 097.132

2.2 18. How could you harm the Colt?
rear it. 136.185

19. I' Cothing all day. 187-238

2.1 2v, Orbit. Do you know what that 21. Ssaw. What letter is that? Sass. 258.271
means? 240.256

22. She heard the army band. 275.325 25. Ne hide.

23. R. say my father walk sharp. 26. A what? Not
2.4 325-183

27. What, you don't know!
24. What woulda you have done?

383.417 28. '0', now put the 'r'.

421.441

441.496

496.462

262-279

1.0 Reading Instruction

7.1

29. Whit's on the back of a 'tub,'
010.044

70. 110w would )cu write mmmako?
044.078,N -y.,

11. i food m! Joe. I tickle my foot.
078.12h

12. I pick et, at the park. 12,1.176

11. '21chot, 3.a.c.L.e.d. 176.207

34. Doll. Now write Dill. 210-232

35. that vowel sound do you hear in pin?
232-261

16. Don't Change my sound, 268-114

17. 'The ant slid into the river.' 268.314
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3.2

)1., I IV., a, Ta4,4 r.
f i 0"11 4141 4., 41... how
114 4pll It. 31 " -3))

39. Th,r 4hAlak4n4 Cod. 331-342

44, I.* put this online ,n it.
Y4Z-556

4t. Con too put it togethor? 356.4392

k '44 44, 14; 1.401 y.4 r.4. 397.434

4), Iho maiden Cut Ja collo. when
o.opon) comm. 440.433

7.3 44. :odes -- He waves at them.
479-505

45. What Jo you adypolo a fireboat la?
505-544

46. There will Ge a Gil; fist. 5'47-591

41. A bruglei 331.614

4,0 Oral Reading

48. I wa' no' nunrod year ola, 012.094 49. Axed one of the Men. 099.120

50. Look at my tongue. 120-139

51. What did John mother do? 139..212

4.1 52. Skate: skated. Skate; skated. 212-239

53. Blow, Bridget. Blow. 239-265

54. I 5111 didn't hear that ending; do it
again, please. 265.262

53. For', like you par' your car. 57. Ponds; beautiful. Say it again. 415-429
4.2 209 -597

56. First I said 'story', then you
56. It starts like walk . . . asked me that word again. 429-454

397-412

4.5 59. You're not even thinkin'. 456-469 60. We f.tn.0 a s.t.ral.als. 492-508

6i. I'm sayin. the sounds. 506-535

5.0 Reading Materials

62. I got me a toe truck. 0,0-446 64. It mean goin' bye and by..

5° 63. 'I Like Summer' by Mary Mary
Tyler Tyler. 140-174

177..217

65. Clickosy.clock, down the track. 67. Frighten. Again. Frighten. Again.
5.2 220-237 253.2617

66. You sill) kittens. 237.251 68. Hu pia) hi. bruglo. 287 -521

69. MASA. was As cross as a boar. 70. Uhlt's diffolent about it? 345.363
325-341

74. Clowns aro full of surprisos. 72. Bow 4440) of ,uu 114,0 soon a meadow? 384 -4)2

5.4 )66.3e:
75. The girl with curls. 432.447

1 9 7
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A Transcript of Classroom Episodes is available

from tho Language Behavior Research Laboratory,

University of California, Berkeley.

1 :9 8
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Regression: Reading and Dialect Scores

of Accommodation Group

Source df MS F R

Due to regression

Deviation about
regression

I

103

1892.48

87.37

2f.66* .417

*13 < .05.

200
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Tablo 6

Analysis of Varianco for Multiple Linear
Regrossion: Reading and Dialoct Scoros

of Intorforonco Group

Source df I MS F I R

Due to rogression

Deviation about
regression

1

101

1676.66

61.26

27.37* .462

*p < .05

2J1
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Table 10

Analysis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Regression: Reading and Dialect Scores

for Teacher Style, Group 1

(Vocabulary Emphasis)

Source df MS F R

Due to regression

Deviation about
regression

1

28

701.65

116.15

5.17* .395

qp< .05

9
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Tablo 11

Anal)sis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Rerrussion: Roadinr and !Ault:et Scorns

for Toachor Style, Group 2
(Docoding Emphasis)

Source dr MS F 12

NW to regression

DoviaLion dhow
ra.erk.ssl-n

I

27

140.84

77.14

1.42* .18i
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Table 12

Anal!.sis el Viriance for Multiple Linear
Recrssion: Reading and Rialoct Scores

for leacning broup
(prununci.ltion Einpliasi s )

..or..- d MS F It

Due. to regre%sion

Deviation about
regressi"n

1

28

602016

-v:.!.!c7

11.17P .519

2 04
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Table 13

Analysis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Regression: Reading and Dialect Scores

for Teaching Style, Group 4
("Rapport" Approach)

Source df MS F R

Due to regression

Deviation about
regression

I

43

255.50

58.08

4.40* .305

*i) < .05*

2 3 5
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Tab Le 14

Analysis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Regression: Reading and Dialect Scores

for Teaching Style, Group 5
(Black-Artful Approach)

Source df MS F R

Due to regression

Deviation about
regression

1

28

579.88

15.50

16.14* .607

< 05

2 06
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Table 15

Analysis of Variance for Multiple Linear
Regression: Reading and Dialect Scores

for Teaching Style, Group 6
(Interrupting Approach)

Source df MS F R

Due to regression

Deviation about
regression

I

/13

228.49

49.80

4.88* .319

*p < .05
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Appendix E

Classification of Interference Episodes

1. Structural Conflict

195

a. Phonological

Episodes 3

9

35

36

51 19

53 58

26 37 511

b. Grammatical

34 5o 57

Episodes 8 25 52

17 119 67

Functional Conflict

,1-

a. Teachers alienated
from children

Episodes 14 28 72

b. Children alienated
from teachers and
materials

21 611 73

Episodes If 116 61

5 147 68

112 6o

208



Appendix F

Episode Categories and Teaching Styles
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Episodes were initiaLly categorized in order

to relate them to the kinds of dialect interference

and teacher accommodation proposed in the literature.

'The first step in categorizing episodes was to

note all relevant categories, those reflecting appro-

priateness of materials used, speech register, and

content emphasis. Tho second step was to select one

category Which best described an episode. The third

step was to sort the episodes, and change their place-

ment so that as many categories as possible could be

covered. The question was whether interference of

each typo occurred at all, not how frequently it

occurred. Teaching styles were later formulated by

grouping similar teachers, then analyzing what they

had in common. The episode category descriptions

served as a guide.

Episodes for each teacher were listed in a

matrix. First, episodes for each teacher within a

group wore listed by opisode categories. In cases

where every teacher within a group had episodes in a

common category, the category was noted as characteristic

of that teaching style. Socond, the episodes were

examined again to see if any could be recategorized.

For example, when two out of three teachers had epi-

sodes in a category such as 2.1 (emphasized ending

sounds) and this seemed typical of a particular style,

tho investigator looked for evidence that the third

210
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teacher had an episode which could also fit in to

that category. This seemed appropriate since the first

categorization was made to show a range of behaviors

rather than to place an episode in the single best

category. Table 22 shots the episodes which were

placed in a second category.

Table 23 shows the episodes of teachers in

each of the teaching sty e groups. The episodes are

arranged to show how all the teachers within one

group have some episode categories in common. These

common categories describe the teaching style.

Table 24 lists the category descriptions for

the six teaching styles.

211
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Table 22

Episodes Placed in a Second Category for
Definition of Six Teaching Styles

Style TotehPr/Fpisodo 1st Category 2nd Category

I (b) #67 .2A 3.3A

2 (c) #68 5.21 4.31

(i) #16 2. IA I .3A

5 (j) #13 1.3A 1.IA

(k) #211 2.A 1.3A

6 (I) 1?2 3.21 5.41

(n) #2I 2.31 3.21

212
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rmown 111111111
11101111 11011111

II 11111111111 mono
I 111111 IIIIIII
II 1111111 11111111

ECM ill10111r RINK 11111I1
I 110111 IMMO

I ME . 1111111

1 1111111 1111111

I 1111111 1111 II!
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pi, leal life Emil
1.1 III 111111 111111111

II 11111 111111 11111111

I Mil 11111 1111111

11111 : 11111 111111!
i mum : um imini
I :um 111111 .' IHNIII

I iiiii iiiii : 1111111

I : 11111 : iiiii : 1111111

I Mil 11111 IIIIIII
li mum 11111 1111111

I 11111 ..ffill Mill
1 Mil Mil 110111
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Table 23 (continued)

1Teaching Style:

1 Vocabulary Approach
2 Decoding Approach
3 Standard Pronunciation Approach
4 White Liberal Approach
5 Black Artful Approach
6 Interruption Approach

2Capital letters designate teachers as shown in
Tables 2 and 20.

3A = Accommodation
I = Interference

Lower case letters designate each teacher's episodes.

5Parentheses ( ) mark episodes which were recategorized.

s) r
ra 1i)
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Table 24

Episode Categories Describing Teaching Styles

I. Vocabulary Emphasis

a. Accommodation

3.1 Teacher, uses familiar word in instruction;
checks to see whether words used are
familiar to childron; teachos meanings of
unfamiliar words and concepts; uses
examples and clues to which childron
respond appropriately.

4.2 When children read isolated words in
.dialect, teacher listens carefully to
determine whether the words were identified
correctly; asks children for a sentence if
the distinction is not clear; provides
alternate words asking which tho child
meant; provides context clues to clarify
word moaning; writes alternato words of
homonym pair to clarify distinctions.

2. Decoding Emphasis

a. Accommodation

3.2 Teacher reinforces sound-symbol corres-
. pondenco by emphasizing decoding skills;
gives special attention to ending sounds
and medial vowels; children consistently
attempt to sound out words.

b. Interferonce

3.1 Teacher does not train children to listen
for Standard English distinctions; pre-
sents isolated sounds of Standard English, -
for identification without insuring
accuracy of children's responses.

4.3 Teacher accepts flat, choppy production of
sounds during oral reading; children's
voices while reading indicate that they are
decoding without comprehending.
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5.2 Teacher uses materials which elicit
choppy, stilted speech in reading.

3. Standard Pronunciation Emphasis

a. Interference

2.1 Teacher insists on formal standard usage
during instruction, interrupting the
continuity of the lesson; loses children's
interest or attention by asking them to
repeat several times; devotes considerable
time during reading instruction to
changing language patterns.

4.1 When children read sentences in dialect,
teacher interrupts, speaks before children
have a chance to respond, talks over
children; interprets dialect pronunciations
as reading errors.

4. White Liberal Approach

a. Accommodation

1.3 Teacher's speech includes features of
Black English intonation, phonology,
vocabulary or grammar.

2.1 Teacher accepts dialect pronunciation
during instruction; focuses on reading
lesson rather than on changing speech
patterns; providos standard English
alternate only if necessary to clarify
an instructional issue.

3.1 Teacher gives auditory discrimination
training; uses unambiguous syntatic cues
when presenting dialect homonyms; elicits
correct responses.

5.1 Teacher uses Black children's notes,
stories, or other materials which accu-
rately represent their speech in teaching
reading.
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Table 2h (continued)

5. Black Artful Approach

a. Accommodation

1.1 Teachor expresses appreciation of artful
dialect forms by winking, nodding and
smiling with childron, or by entering
into verbal play with them.

1.3 Teacher's speech includes features of
Black English intonation, phonology,
vocabulary or grammar.

2J Teacher encourages childron to speak;
listens to their responses; allows them
to state answers and questions fully;
acknowledges responses affirmatively;
children ask questions, give responses
and make comments enthusiastically.

3.1 Toachor gives auditory discrimination
training; uses unambiguous syntatic cuos
when presenting dialect homonyms; elicits
correct responses.

3.3 Teachor uses familiar words in instruc-
tion; chocks to see whether words used
are familiar to children; teaches meanings
cf unfamiliar words and concepts; uses
examples and clues to which children
respond appropriately.

6. Interrupting Approach

a. Interference

2.11 Teachor anticipates responses, interrupts
childron when they speak, talks over them;
repeats what they have said in a standard
English, correcting tone of voice; chil-
dron speak very softly and as seldom as
possible; teacher dons almost all the
talking.

3.2 Teacher discourages use of word attack
skills by supplying sounds or context
clues before children have had a chance
to decode symbols; asks childron to
identify sounds from an inappropriate
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Table 24 (continued)

standard English model; considerable wild
guessing occurs.

5.4 Teacher uses reading materials with
considerable unfamiliar content; explana-
tions interrupt the continuity of the
lesson; children's responses indicate
that word meanings were not clarified;
that materials are not appealing.
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